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Big Freight Steamship Does
Good Stunt on Rockland
Course.

State Teachers’ Convention a
Big Affair—Part That Knox
County Played.

Much curiosity was expressed along
the water front Saturday upon the ar
rival of a large freight steamship flying
the British flag. The craft proved to
be the Canadian Cruiser, sent here from
Halifax, N. S„ for her official stand
ardization trial on the Rockland course.
This craft is the largest of 63 steel
cargo steamships built by the Canadian
Government for the Merchant Marine
service, and was constructed by the
Halifax Shipyards, Ltd., the operating
manager of which is J. F. Paige, for
merly with the Fore River Shipbuild
ing Co. Having a thorough knowledge
of standardlizAtion procedure, Mr.
Paige was placet in charge of the offl'ial trials and had a valuable assistant
in the person of Capt. Joseph I. Kemp,
who acted as navigating officer, when
the steamship was standardized. Capt.
Kemp, who is now marine superintend?nt of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Co.'s
Fore River plant returned to Quincy,
Mass., yesterday, after first dropping
in upon some of the many friends he
has here. Mr. aad Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., were his dinner guests at the
Thorndike Hotel .yesterday.
The Canadian cruiser has a displace
ment of 10,500 tops, is 445 feet long, 56
•et on the beam, and loaded draws 29
feet, 2 inches. On her present trials
she carries 10,500 tons of coal, loaded
at Sidney, C. B., and consigned to Hal
ifax parties. She burns cither coal or
ill, and also carried on this trip 1,500
.ons of oil. She is the largest ocean
vessel in Canada, and first of the gov
ernment ships to be standardized. The
ew numbers 76 all told, Capt. A. L.
Starratt of Walton, N. S., being the
ommander. The cost of the steam
ship was $2,073,750.
On Sunday’s trial 12 runs were made,
the maximum speed being 12.8 knots.
The mean of the six full speed runs
was 12,406, and the horsepower devel
oped was 3750. Triple expansion recip
rocating engines, built by the Tide
Water Co. of Quebec furnish the mo
tive power. The design called for 11
knot speed, and the result of the trial
here is consequently very gratifying to
he builders as well as the Canadian
government. The Department of Ma
ine was represented by Naval Con
structor Charles Duguids and Naval
Constructors Capt. Dixon and Capt.
Dunn. Other personages of imporlince on board included J. J. Tate, su
perintending engineer of the Canadian
Merchant Marine; and H. R. McClel-,
land of N. E. McClelland & Co., naval
irchitects and.engineers of New York
nd Montreal, who prepared the plans
for the Canadian Cruiser
The steamship will load case oil at
New York for Australia.

Knox county teachers and superin
tendents are back from Portland, where
they attended the State Teachers’ Con
vention—a
wonderfully
impressive
gathering of 4,000 men and women, all
of whom appeared deeply In earnest
and exceedingly enthusiastic over the
attractions which the program offered
for each session. This county, as
usual, had a fine representation.
Among the superintendents report
ing 100 percent, registration was Supt.
H. C. Hull of this city.
Miss Harriet O’Brien, teacher of the
sixth grade, McLain Grammar School,
was chairman of division of "Helping
Teachers."
A list <>f "Biographies" for the Pub
lic Librarians' Meeting was furnished
by Miss Kathleen Snow, a well-known
Rockland girl, who Is now at the head
of the Public Library in Millinocket.
Rocknnd’s efficient librarian, Miss Mar
tha Bartlett, was also in attendance.
Miss Anna E. Coughlin was elected
chairman of the executive committee
in the department of English. This
department had for a speaker Dallas
Lore Sharp. Needless to say everyone
was delighted.
Doctor Lemaire’s rendition of "A
Fugue" by John Sebastian Bach, was
a thing long to be remembered by any
one who had the privilege of hearing
It Friday night.
It is safe to say that hundreds of
teachers were not able to procure seats
for the great Marlowe-Sothern per
formances of Shakespeare.
The largest convention, the most en
thusiastic; the be-t speakers, wonder
ful opportunities—these were the ex
clamations heard on all sides.
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You will be surprised how many will refuse to recom
mend the make of car they are now driving.
When you ask Reo owners, however, you will be
amazed at the percentage who will preface their re
plies by, "This is my third Reo,“ or "I have driven
Reo cars for fifteen years," or similar assertions that
say more than all the laudation that may follow.
Ask Reo owners—ask ten in a row—and your selec
tion will be a Reo, for Reo owners are our best sales
men.

SLEPT IN THE HAY
Methodist Boy Scouts Also
Learned To Economize On
Matches.

Geo. M. Simmons
EXCLUSIVE ROCKLAND DEALERS
23 Tillson Avenue.
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♦
They who have apent all their Uvea In ♦
** cities, contract not only an effeminacy ♦
■* of habit, but of thinking —Goldsmith.
•

of any car Is to Inquire of owners just as you meet

Telephone 4-W.

HIGH GRADE

WELL SCREENED
ANTHRACITE

At SPEAR’S
EGG, STOVE AND NUT COAL

$16.00 per TON
4

PEA COAL,

$14.00 per TON
PROMPT DELIVERY
AND
SATISFACTORY SERVICE

It was a light-hearted group of Boy
Scouts, eight in number, that started
Wednesday noon from the Methodist
parsonage for its first hike and camp
ing out trip. The cool weather did not
alarm the boys in the least. Offers of
a ride were declined with thanks; it
was a hike they wanted. Each scout
carried a roll of blankets over his right
shoulder, and a haversack with food
and camp outfit over the left shoulder.
It was too cool for sleeping out of
doors, and arrangements were made
with Mr. Carroll near the head of
Chickawaukie Lake for the boys to
sp.-ead their blankets and sleep on a
mow of hay in his barn. After the lads
were relieved of their bedding they
made their way to the shore of the
lake and began preparations for their
first experience in cooking their own
meals. The Scout rules require that
fires be built using not more than two
matches, and with only such material
is is found in any woods. A bit of
coaching from the Scout Master and
each lad made good with this test.
How the boys did eat! No food cooked
at home in the orthodox manner ever
tasted half so good.
The night in the haymow was also
a new experience with the boys, and
one that all enjoyed. No alarm was
needed to arouse the boys in the morn
ing. All were ready for the new day.
The preparing of breakfast was a rep
etition of the evening experience, with
appetites unimpaired. After break
fast the boys, climbing the hill over
looking the lake on the west, enjoyed
the beautiful view of field, forest, and
>cean. They w£re taught the name
of every tree and shrub seen on the
trip, which is a part of the Scout
ork, and after a very enjoyable hour
made their way again to the foot of
he hill and the place where dinner
was again to be prepared.
fter dinner the hike back to the
city was made in orderly fashion, and
eight tired but happy lads finished
their first outing. The weather was
ideal and nothing occurred to mar the
pleasure of the trip. Only one criti
cism was offered, the trip should have
lasted another day and night.
Rev. E. V. Allen, the Scout Master,
has had an experience with boys cov
ering more than 25 years, in which
hunting, fishing and camping out were
prominent features. In all this *ime
there has never been an accident or
case of sickness resulting from the
trips taken. The program for the com
ing months includes a two weeks stop
at the Methodist cottage at Northport
at the end of the spring term of school.
That the boys are pleased with the
prospect is to put in mildly.

DANCE
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Come Everybody

Orel E. Davies

YOU RECEIVE
USEFUL SERVICE
when you deal with the Rockland
National Bank which endeavors to
make every transaction satisfactory.

OPTOMETRIST
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PARK THEATRE
Lots of Pop In the Bob Ott Show Last
Night/—The Week’s AttractionsMatinees by Bob Ott and his com
pany will start at 1.45 daily and as
(here will be no reserved seats it is
certain that long lines of people will
form at the box office waiting for tick
ets. Reservations for the evening per
formances may be made by calling 409
on the telephone. The success of
‘Meet the Wife,” the opening offering
by Bob Ott last night is a sure sign
'hat crowded houses will be the rule
for the rest of the week. The attrac
tion for today Is "What Wright Left,"
nTitten by Mat'. Ott and it is brimful
of unusual situations. The chorus
has plenty of new stunts to do that
will keep the audience Interested and
there will be special costumes and elec
trical efTects entirely different from
those shown In the productions of yore.
Bob Ott has been aided and abetted
by his brother, Matthew Ott, in the big
musical play that will be given Wedlesday. It is called "My Mother.” It
.gives Bob a chance to show his versa
tility as a finished performer as he
plays a straight part—in other words
he works without hts funny nose and
clothes. In this play he is the son of a
Mr. Jeffery and many humorous situ
ations are his throughout the play
which gives Bob a chance to show
hat he is just as funny without his
Dutch dialect.
As In the two musical comedies al
ready given Bob will Introduce some
thing new and unique in charming cos
tumes and niv electrical effects but
Bob has miny more good things in
store so' that with a dally change of
shows he has a complete change of ev
erything else to meet the demands of
each different production.
Thursday night Bob will have a big
imateur show anJ on Friday the larg
est and best fashion show, everything
to be shown on living models.—adv.

Now Is the Time to Have
your Bedding Remodeled

MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN

II Interested Drop Postal

THOMASTON, MAINE
Box 63.
126-131

Pupil of Elizabeth S. Burger
Northwestern University
13 Myrtle Street
Tel. 582-M
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MISS MYRTLE BEAN
Teacher of Pianoforte
Naw Eailand Conservatory Graduate

ROCKLAND, MAINE
lie-no

Teaching In Rockland on Tuesday of ti
tty weak. Will take a limited number of
pupils. For information address Camden,
phone 225.
126-137
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Judge Deering Announces His Candidacy For the 1922
Primaries As Nominee For Governor.

EMPIRE THEATRE
Editor of The Couric.’-Onzette- —
I wish to announce through the col
umns of your newspaper my candida
cy for the nomination for Governor of
the State of Maine.
In the last primary election the vote
was aw follows: Parkhurst 19,285, Deer
ing 16,418, Milliken 13,283, Jack 1766.
In the Republican campaign I made
sixteen speeches and devoted much
time to the success of the Republican
ticket. After the sad death of Gov
ernor Parkhurst, the President of the
Senate became acting Governor for
the unexpired term. It seems by party
precedent that my candidacy should
receive serious consideration at the
primaries next June.
If nominated and elected, I shall try
to give the State ot Maine the best
administration that long and active ex-

perience in legislative and business
matters can command.
There are many real economic meas
ures that the State ought to adopt
Our highway program should be on a
permanent plan.
The deadwood in
some departments nt the State House
should be cleared away, and some de
partments should be thoroughly recon
structed and re-organized. Our edu
cational and charitable, institutions
should be maintained at a high stand
ard.
The Government of the State of
Maine should never interfere or threat
en to interfere with business ns long
as business behaves itself. No expen
sive experiment with the taxpayers'
money should be attempted.
I shall not be swayed b.v any partic
ular fancies or fads of my own, but
will try to administer the affairs of
:ht State of Maine in a careful, pru
dent and businesslike manner.
John P. Deering.
Biddeford, Oct. 27.

was admitted to partnership and be
came one of the most prominent mem
bers of the grocery trade. He was
Sudden Death of Prominent president of the Boston Retail Grocers’
Association, president of the Bay State
Business Man Who Was a Wholesale Company, later serving as
a trustee in the company; president
Native of Cushing.
of the Grocers' Publishing Company,
Augustus A. Fales, one of Boston’s was connected with the Warren &
Wit'herell Company, past president of
beet-known business men, member of tho Knox Club of Massachusetts, was
many business and fraternal organiza president of the Charlestown Im
tions and lone of Charlestown’s most provement Association and represen
respected citizens and residents for tative of that assiciation to the Uplted
Improvement Association, was manager
nearly 45 years, died suddenly Thurs and treasurer of the Swallow & Pales
day evening in Boston. He was taken Company, president of the Winchester
sick, it was stated, In Forest Hills Home for Aged Women of Charles
and was removed to the City Hospital. town, president of the Grocers’ Bak
His end was so sudden it was deemed ing Company, member of the Invest
advisable to perform an autopsy and ment committee of the Charlestown
Medical Examiner Leary requested the Five Cent Savings Bank, trustee of the
remains to be held for examination.
Bunker Hill Branch of the American
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Trust Company, a member of the Bos
Helen (Swectland) Fales of 70 Win ton City Club, member of the advisory
throp street, Charlestown; a brother, board of the Massachusetts Reality
John J. Fales, and a sister, Mrs. Alice Company, member of the Charlestown
Payson of Cushing.
Cooperative Bank and member of
The news of Mr. Fales' death was a Bunker Hill Lodge, I. O. O. F.; Henry
shock to his relatives and friends.
Price Lodge, A. F. & A. M.; Couer de
Mr. Fales was born Nov. 13, 1858, in Lion Commnndery, Knights Templars;
Cushing, Me., and was the eldest son i Signet Royal Arch Chapter and of the
of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Fales. He was old 999th Artillery Association, which
educated in the public schools of that passed out of existence many years
town and at the Wesleyan Seminary ago.—Boston Globe.
at Kent’s Hill. His early training in
Mr. Fales will nowhere be more sin
his father’s store was of much assist cerely missed than here in Knox coun
ance to him in hts future life so that ty, the scenes of his boyhood with
when, at the age of 19, the ambition fvhirh he never lost touch. For many
of youth led him to Massachusetts to years his summers were spent at his
seek employment, he found but little Crescent Beach cottage, and he was
difficulty In obtaining a situation.
among the most enthusiastic and pop
His mercantile life commenced in ular members of that colony. He num
Chelsea in a retail shoe store where he bered his friends hereabouts by the
remained about six months. He then I score and they will not soon forget the
obtained a positioln with A. N. Swal uprightness of his character and the
low & Co., grocers, of Charlestown, as cordial friendliness that made him alclerk. Twelve years later, In 1890, he j ways welcome.

AUGUSTUS A. FALES

Because of the fact that Park The
atre Is occupied by the Bob Ott Com
pany this week, feature pictures will
be presented at the Empire each day,
in conjunction with the usual Inter
esting short subjects.
Today’s featuro “Play Square,” tells
pf a crook who tries to reform, but
whose pals do their utmost to bring
him back into the safe breaking busi
ness. The plot Introduces a pretty
country sweetheart.
Wednesday there's a rollicking* com’edy, ‘‘Hlekvllle to Broadway,” pre
senting Eileen Percy. It places a
world-weary show girl In Hlekvllle
and it transplants a small-town sport
•o the City /ot Gay White Lights. Tho
complications which develop form :a
succession of wholesome, rip-roaring
comedy situations.
A strange, Inspiring and beautiful
picture will be seen Thursday. It is en
titled "The Golem.” The story deals
with the persecutions of the Jews in
mediaeval Europe, and to prevent the
extermination of his race by Emperor
Rudolph, a High Rabbi moulds a statue
of clay and invests it with life by plac
ing a magic formula in its bosom. He
thereby creates a monster which later
becomes a source of terror and destruc
tion, but whose career is terminated in
a peculiar manner.—udv.
THE COUNTRY SCHOOL

Memories of It Are Tender In the Old
Man’s Heart Today.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I am pleased to know that my friend
Brown has been visiting the scenes of
his early childhood. The old schoolhouse he appears not to be sure abotlt.
I am very sure that the two “old reds”
where I learned the rudiments are not
In the same position they occupied
when I attended school, though I
think they still are In existence some
where about town. I have a good pic
ture of them, drawn by an artist
friend and they look natural. I have
also a picture ot the Interior of a
Maine district school, cut from the
Boston Herald some years ago and
framed. Same old sets, same old box
stove, just a-s natural as life.
Forty-one years ago this Novem
ber at the age of 15, I quit going to
school and started teaching. The
schoolhouse was about two by twice
but it was large enough for me. What
a shame to Inflict a teacher like that
upon a school.
There were teachers and teachers
in those days, some good, some bad,
some Indifferent—old, young, middleaged, male and female. There were
pupils of all ages and sizes among us,
of ail degrees of stupidity. We mana
ged somehow to extract enough out of
our school books to give us a fair start
and let nature do the rest. Some of
the boys got to college—the majority
of us got only a common school outfit.
But we can all see now what we
missed by not having a good edu
Resources
cation..
•
$399,000.00
Tho Rotarians are doing a good
$984,000.00
work in keeping the boy In school.
$1,357,000.00 The time In life to get an education is
1921
$3,166,00000 when young. The advantages for the
young people In that direction are
READINESS to serve you, coupled
much greater today than they were
with the ability to eerve you well forty years ago—the day of the
and the resources to serve you adecountry district school.
quately, form a trio of excellent reasons
"In memory's hall hangs the picture,
for your patronage of this institution.
And though years of sad care are between,

A

Security Trust Co.
ORGANIZED 1903

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Branches:
Camden, Vinalhaven, Warren, Union

129-141

It hangs with a beautiful gilding.
And well do I love it, I ween :
It stood on a bleak country corner.
But boyhood's young heart made It
It gloried In the sunshine of summer,
'Twas cheerful in winter and storm.”

wans

Bose.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

MARIANNE CROCKETT
Vocal Teacher
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
Telephone 498-R.
129-tf

MAKERS, ACETYLENE WELDERS. AUTO

MOBILE REPAIRS,

HAT

The regular autumn meeting of the
Waldoboro-Boston Club will be held
on Saturday evening, Nov. 5 ,at the
Y. M. C. A. building on Huntington
avenue, Boston, at 7.30 o’clock. A mu
'sical program has been arranged and
refreshments will be served at the
usual charge of 35 cents.

TEACHER OF PIANO

HAIR AND FEATHER
MATTRESSES
FEATHER BEDS MADE INTO
MATTRESSES
AL8O STERILIZING FEATHER
PILLOWS

FIRST

WALD0B0R0-B08T0N CLUB

Feather Renovating

A. F. IRELAND
MACHINISTS, STEAM FITTERS, BOILER

Volume 76................. Number 129.
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Best way to ascertain facts relative to performance,

SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 1, 1921.

ALL THE HOME HEWS

Ask Any Reo Owner

THURSDAY AND

The Merchant
WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE

IS

In the Standstill Class

BANKS OF CREE

NOTICE
Beginning MONDAY, OCTOBER 10, we are going to make a
specialty of Family Waahing, with apecial attractive prices to
suit each family. We have two ways of doing family bundles
—finish and rough dry. In tha finish bundle wa wash and iron
•verything. In tho rough dry wo wash and iron flat work and
tha remainder is just washed and dried.
Give ua a trial. We will guarantee that tha work will suit
■nd that tha prices will be right.

PEOPLES’

LAUNDRY
TELEPHONE 170.

Limerock Street

Here's the glen, end here the bow’r.
All underneath the birchen shade,
The village hell has toll'd the hour.
O what can atsy my lovely maldf

TIs not Maria’s whispering rail.
TIs but the balmy-breathing gale
Hilt with some warbler’s dying rail.
The dewy etsr of eve to hsiL
It le Maria’s voice I heart
So calls the woodlark in the grave.
His little faithful mate to cheer.
At once 'Its music and *tls love.

And art thon oomst and art thou true 2
0 welcome, dear, to love and me I
And let ue all our vows renew.
Along the flowery banks of Tree.
r-ttubvrt Burna,

Page Two
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Big News in a Big Way!

Rockland Maine, Nov. 1, 1921.

Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
bath declares that he Is pressman iu the office
of the Kocklaud Publishing Co., and that of
till' Issue "t T'ti. < miri’r G i.'« t’r ol Oct
lt»2i. thers was priuted s total of k.oih copies
Before me,
FRANK R MILLER

H. G. WELLS
The World s Foremost Historian
and Authority on Political Subjects.

Notary Public.

AS TO GOOD ROADS
' Considerable discussion is being had
nil over the State regarding the con
dition of the Maine roads after the
summer’s immense travel. A. W. Ham
of Portland, writing to the Lewiston
Journal on the subject, seems to have
about the right idea of things. He
says:
"The State Highway Commission
Was organized some six or seven years
ago.
They started with practically
nothing—very little money and 25,000
miles of terrible roads to improve.
They have improved a lot of that mile
age but they have never had enough
money to build right in the first place;
therefore, don’t blame them for the
poor roads when you have not given
them the money needed to build good
ones. Don’t ask them to spend a few
thousand dollars a year over 25,000
miles of roads and expect good perma
nent highways to result from that
(spending. It can’t be done. All you
have got or will get from that policy
is maintenance cost. It has cost this
State an immense amount for mainte
nance and eventually, when a few
more thousand miles of road are built,
your maintenance cost will he greater
than the first cost of building. In
other words, the tail will be wagging
the (log and in the end there will be
nothing to show for the money spent
except large crews of men, maintaining
old and w orn-out roads.
"The money needed to build roads
right all over this State can be had by
authorizing a one cent tax on every
gallon of gasoline sold in Maine.
"Pennsylvania, Connecticut and Cal
ifornia, all have that one cent tax on
gas, and their roads show it. Why
not give your Highway Commission
something to work with? A one-cent
tax on gas will net the State of Maine
over f3.000.000 per year in addition
Jo the regular appropriation and would
not be a burden on any tux payer. Gas
went up a cent this last week and you
pay it whether you want to or not.
The large old companies get that. An
other cent per gallon as tax and you
would be getting it in good roads
which mean fewer garage bills, longer
tire mileage, longer life for your ear
It would bring more tourists into the
State who would, when they bought
gas, be paying for their bit of road
w hich they are not doing r.ow
"Authorize a one cent tax on gas
sind build good, permanent roads to
carry the motor-truck. Good roads in
crease real estate value, are respon
sible through that increase for better
schools, which in turn produce better
educated citizens; and because of that
education, keeps them citizens of
Maine—not some other state. Welleducated citizens turn their energies
back to the soil of their state, directly
or indirectly. Good roads open up the
buck,country wastes—make of it fer
tile, tillable land, bring amusement to
the farmer and his family, keep that
family contented with the farm.
“Ride over your improved highways
today, notice the number of screenedJn porches for next summer, a heating
plant ora new bathroom. The barnsare
large, well lighted and the stock well
cared for. Perhaps father has gone to
town with a load ot produce in the
truck: a trip that used to take all di
and two horses is now made in two or
three hours, Mother and the girls are
getting ready for a shopping trip to
(own, and it is only the middle of the
forenoon. Nevertheless the work is
done because of the many improve
ments brought about by education and
electricity, which in turn were made
possible by increased land values and
(inicker transportation through good
roads. If you want the otlcr side ol
file story, just take any one of the un
improved roads, most of them not pass
able in wet weather by anything but
a slow moving horse, and notice the
difference. It is a story any one ear
read and is the best argument for good
roads I know.
"Why wait any longer? Good roads
We must and will have. W, ,an have
them a lot sooner by authorizing that
one cent tax on gas and being a
booster for roads like tin Homans
build.”

Will Cover—Beginning the Week of
November 1st

Come in Today and Join Our
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Xmas Victrola Club

"THE WASHINGTON
ARMS CONFERENCE”

Now Every Home Can

The Greatest Event
of Our Generation.
By Arrangement with New York World and Chicago Tribune—
These Articles Will Appear in Maine
Exclusively in The Press.

Enjoy The World’s

Order Your Paper of Your Dealer or Mail
Subscription Direct to Portland Daily Press
Subscription Rate, $3.00 Per Year—By the Month
25 Cents

Greatest Music
t

Other Features of the Press

To those who want the greatest of all musical in

All the News All the Time
Penny Ante
Little Jimmy
Full Leased Wire—Associated Press Polly and Her Pals
Briggs’ Cartoons
International News Service
Drawings by Ding
Last Word Sport Page
New York Day-by-Day
Complete Market Reports
Dr. Copeland’s Health Service
Bringing Up Father

struments, the Victrola, in the home for Christmas,
The Maine Music Co. have inaugurated a Christ

mas Club, whereby any home, regardless of how

Cse This Coupon In Sending Subscription
PLEASE SEND PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

moderate the circumstances, can own any one of

To

Name

these magnificent Victrolas without having to stint

At

Address
Enclosed find 75 Cents for 3 Months. Period Covering
Washington Conference

themselves of other things.

Every home in our

fine city should have music—music entertains and

R. NORMAN MARSH
i

Once Drove Stage Coach Be
tween Rockland and Bath
—Railway Mail Clerk 43
Years.

enlightens—music takes away the dull cares of the

2PANTj

di

on

Broad street

having

last

outlived

Today a Genuine Victrola for

i

birthday by only eight days.

Down and
$1 per Week

Friday
his

80th

The an

niversary gathering had been a happy
occasion, and the pleasure which

it

gave to the guest of honor is a great

onsolation to those* who were won
ifter bereaved. Mr. Marsh had felt
tneommonly well the day before his
death, and when the end • ana Friday
morning it was as quiet and peaceful
as befitted the long and useful career
•f this most highly esteemed citizen.
The funeral services wen held Sun
day afternoon. Rev. John M. Ratcliff
ifficiating.
Tin* large
number of
mourners and the beautiful dowers
'old an eloquent story. The Relief
Corps attended in a body, and
tinGrand Army was well represent’d, its
ritual exercises of Edwin Libby Bost
being conducted under the direction of
^hc commander, W. H Maxey. The
>urial was in Athorn cemetery. Col.
. K Gould. John M. Flanagan. Charbq
Thornton and Henry Sleeper served as

bearers.

* » ♦ •

Mr. Marsh was born in that section
>f East Thomaston known as Marsh’s
Mountain.
His parents were Martin
.nd Sophronia (Kimball) Marsh. The
amily moved to East Meadows when
it* was a boy and he worked around
he Hmerock quarries. At IS. a slim
The Courier-Gazette believes that ’outh. weighing 125 pounds, he drove
a four-horse litnerock team.
When
one cent a gallon tax would never be
he Civil War broke out he enlisted as
noticed by the automobile owner
private .in the 2nd
Maine Battery.
They ride just as much with gasoline Lmong the important battles in which
at 30 cents as they do wlien it’s but Mr. Marsh participated wire Cedar
Mountain. Second Bull Run. Second
-S cents.. Many' ol them pay 30 c uts Fredericksburg, (’old Harbor, SpottSyl
’o tile mail on Park street without a vania Court House. Gettysburg and in
murmur, when the loan on Litnerock front of Petersburg. Tliy battery was
or Main street lias his 25 cent sign out '"inally sent to City Boint to guard the
•ase of supplies, and there remained
Let tlie Highway Commission, if it has
until after Lee's surrender, when it
'hat authority, impose the one cent marched to Alexandria. It was mus
tax and Maine’s good roads question tered out at Augusta in June. 1865,
having served three and om -half
is practically settled.
"ears. Mr. Marsh was guidon carrier
Kocklaud and its neighborhood niiss’or the battery and act’d as orderly.
1 - David Talbot in tin mutter of roads At Gettysburg a shot carried away the
lie drove about a great deal and stud- ligli hind w heel of the gun on whi< h he
i'd i lie requirements, and when (he •vas acting as pole driver. (e,t three
wheels, and under a, galling lire, the
commission started on the job they
iiece was hauled to a place of safety.
never were obliged to change tile plan
In Hi..- followmg spring he
began
1'id out. Probably nobody connected hiving on the Bath-Rockland -sltige
•ute. his run in summer being b<wiili tlie l iiy road tb pari incut misses
V' een
Rockland and
I’amariseotta,
'lr. Talbot uiori than Comniissionei
,vhile in winter it extended to Wiscas
I toss. Do s anybody believe that Mr set. In the summer he left Rockland
Talbot wiiiil-1 “stand for" letting Waldo at 2 a. in. and arrived here on his re
'\oiiue go to phx.M's, .the street that turn trip at 6 p. m. Driving opposite
to him was the late Thomas Ingraham,
l’ ids to the Samoset and to Sea View
ifterward a well-known conductor on
nv tery, as well as being a favorite the Knox & Lincoln Railroad. The
drive—a street that was. in the early ■oute was owned by Berry. Ricker
Minnner, one of the la st gravel roads jfe White. The stages were drawn by
in the city, practically given to the 'our and six horses, and were calk d
. .ine-passenger coaches, there being
« ily by residents on the avenue and at hut one in the outlit that would seat 12.
Warrenton.
Unless some effectual Concord coaches were run in summer,
the
work is done the ebanc* s are that the but the deplorable condition of
oads lor the reipainder of the year, es
tall and spring traveling to the ceme
pecially in fall and spring was such
tery will be as had as ev
that “mini wagons” were necessary.
Of course there were some uncom
•I W .l.nkson of Loy \ngel<
olds fortable experiences in winter when
iho following comment to tin* obituary >uch snow storms as the present gen
• f the late Martin KiCf, which reeemJy eration never see used to block the
i nutated in this paper. “Mr. Kiff whs highways for days at a linn.
Bassf ir some time one ot your ( "ha ypond- <?ngers connected at this end of the
etits from the different localities in route with the. steamer M. Sanford, for'
which he resided—North Dakota, San Boston. The fare by stage from Rock
•lose, Calif., Long B«a’,:i and L*
An
land to Rath was $3.50 in summer and
a<*lcc and perhaps some other places $4 in winter.
1 '.as always lute.csted in reading his
Mr. Marsh drove on this stage route
a tides, as they npj.« .icd to he lull of five years, until the Knox A- Lincoln
intorvht and to th. point. He was cap Railroad had pushed itself as far east
tain of the steamer that made the run ip Wiscasset, hut resumed for a short
inn when a big landslide, fill’ d the
from Kocklaud to Vinalha.ven lor many
\eais, and was respected by everyone gap at Wiscasset and put the railroad
I saw him here. quit” often until he out of commission temporarily.
wav taken ill sone few months ago. A
The railroad was; completed to Rock
land in October, 1871. Mr. Marsh ac
good man gone; peace to his ashes.
cepted a position as conductor and for
Ephraim Lothrop lias moved to 703 a short time had charge of the com|biiiation freight and puseengfer train
jttaiu ytrvvt. _

fea
Complete with 24 si

the exclusive Victor

lections

and who subsequently was in tin* rail - ,
way mail service 43 years, died at his *
1
morning,

newest machines; ami embodies

tures.

days on the Rockland and Bath route, i

home

This is onu of the Victor Co.'s

day, and in its place brings happiness and joy.

suit;

Robert Norman Marsh, one of the •

few survivors of the old stage coach

i

The Beautiful
Victrola 80

OUR SPECIAL THIS WEEK
I
Norfolk suits with two pair
knickerbockers, 7 to 17
years; prices;

$14.50, $16.50, $18.00
Strn l/fy come in tomorrow, join the club

Corduroys, the good kind,
with extra trousers, $13.50
The quality and price will
be appreciated by the par
ents who have a memory.
Special for this Week—A
football given with every
Boys’ Suit.

For Victrolas costing over $150 the special

and select the style Victrola you want up

to $150. You pay the small sum of $1.00
per week from October 29th to December 21st,

Club Terms will be $2.00 per week till Dec.

21st. when the Victrola will be delivered into

when the Victrola will be delivered into your

your home.

ary 1st, when the balance can be paid in 12

equal monthly payments beginning Jan. 1st.
t

equal monthly payments.

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.
WOMEN’S
and
GROWING GIRLS’

The balance can be paid in 12

home. Then no more payments until Janu

Other Style Victrolas
on Special Xmas
Club Terms

Special Xmas Club
Terms For Those Who
Want Victrola at Once

i >itr 51'cat stock of Victor
Victrolas
embraces
every
model, from the small port
able Victrola IV. to the mufftiili' cut Cabinet models.
Just conic in tomorrow, join
our Christinas Club, and se
lect the model you want.

If you want your Victrola
delivered at once,
will
make special easy terms and
vour Victrola will be deliv
ered at
your convenience.
Come in NOW—and select
your Victrola—your Credit is
good for it.

Outfit Includes 24

Selections—12
Double-Face Records
Your choice of 24 selections
will be delivered with your
Victrola—Dance Music, Jazz
Music, Vaudeville Entertain
ment—all by the world-re
nowned Victor artists.

BROWN HIGH CUT

This Is the Elegant
Victrola X
In either Mahogany or Oak.
with your choice of 24 selec
tions (12 double-face).

BOOTS

OIN NOW!

$2.98
This is a special lot just received
and looks like an extra good
trade.

Youth' Leather Top Rubbers

You won’t Miss the Insignificant Sum $ I a Week

$1.75
. Boys’ Leather Top Rubbers

Isn’t this the opportunity you've

scores of selections by the world s

Men’s Leather Top Rubbers

been looking forward to for a long

greatest singers and players—always

$1.98, $2.50, $2.98

time? Think of it—a world of music

ready to entertain.

MENS SOLID LEATHER
WORK SHOES and SCOUT
SHOES

at your disposal for $1 a week. For

OFF—GRASP

your dances the famous Victor or

TUNITY NOW!

chestras and bands will supply the

row—join our Christmas Club and

music-when friends drop in there are

select the style Victrola you want.

$1.98

$1.98
OUR SC H OO L SHOES are
priced very low and we warrant
them to give Good Service.

DON’T PUT IT

THIS

OPPOR

Come in tomor

11.75, $2, $2.50, $3

(Twice of Oak or Mahogany
ease. A splendid instrument,
complete with 24 selections
(12 double-face records).

Music Co.

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main Stn Rockland, Maine

EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

whh-It used up five hours corning ft »m
Bath to Rock la ml.
A
position
as
hrukcnian on Conductor White’s train
proved more to his liking, and
he
worked in that capacity until appointcd mail clerkv

The Handsome '
Victrola IX

PHONE

708

ROCKLAND, ME.

|
1
I
j

Mr. Marsh made his first trip as rail- j
way mail clerk on Christmas Day, 3871. i
In the following July his route was ex- .
tended to Brunswick and a third clerk
added to the service, giving each a
week’s lay-off in three. In 1X91 the
run was once more extended, Portland
being made the terminal.
Mr. Marsh was a member of Aurora
Lodge. F fc A TVI : Clolden Rod Chap*

ter, O. E. S'., and Edwin l.ihhy I’uui.
A. IL Faithful in the dixchurgu ol
every duty, intensely devot’d li his
family, and friend tu everybody, his
four-score years on earth have had
their reward.
Mr. Marsh is survived by ids--wife,
three sons, Harry It. of Newi astle,
Del.: Arthur AV. and Frank S. of Rock
land: two duughters, Mrs. .1. II. Ricker
of Dorchester, Hass., and Miss Maude
Mursb of Rockland; and two sisters,

G.

Elizabeth and Emily M.irph o: Kvck

< land.

ROCKVILLE.

ASH POINT
I

I h, re will be a play at the Asli Point j Thu Community Club will meet at
l< Impel given by the Bungu Club, Med- t,le schoolhouse for its regular meetXov. 2, at 7.00 p. m.
I i„g Thursday at 3.30 o'clock. NonDon't forget that there is one of thelntsd
Keag’s famous suppers served in the
■ meinbers who have been misled as to
Grange haH Friday evening with a
Air
Columbia
Records
50c
at
Studj
the club's purpose, should please un
danco afterward with local music.
Drunswiek (derstand that this club is not political
Everybody come. It is for the Village ity’s—headquarters for
Improvement,
Phonographs nnd Records.
l2fitf Imr educational and social,

SOUTH THOMASTON

\

Every-Other-Day
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Calk of the town SIMONTON’S
MIH

MlMMRHOO* CVCNTO

stcnews

SIMONTON’S

Xn». I—The Arcade Skatlnj Rink opens.
Noe, 2—Lincoln United Baptist Association In
Appleton.
Not. 3—Country Club ladies’ auction party
at 2 30 p. m.
Noe. 3— Annual ball of N. A. Burpee Bost
Co. In the Training Station
Not. 5 (Football)—Rockland Hl"h rs Morse
High, Broadway ,round.
Not. 5—Bowdoln to. Maine, In Orono, chantploushlp game
Not. ' (7.36)—Fortnightly meeting of Wom
en’s Educational Club, Methodist vestry.
Not. 7-1—Methodist Kpia.'opal Ministerial
Association mee's In Rockport
Not. 8-10—The Chapin Class of the Unlrersatlet church will present "Springtime "
Not. 7-12—Rome Town Paper Week—sub
scribe for The Courler-C.aaettc
Not. II—Armistice and Disarmament Day In
Maine.
Not. 12—(Football) Rocklin J fll;h vs. Cam
den High. Broadway ground
Not. 12—Llmerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets with Wessaweskeag Grange. Ronth Thom
aston.
Not. 13—Good Cheer Hewlaa Circle rum
mage sale In Temple Hall
Not. 18—Meeting of Gen. Knoi Chapter of
Rose Croli.
Not. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Not. 38—UnlTenallet fair.
•
Dec. J-8—'Methodist Fair.

Comforter
Week

F. M. Blacklngton 1r making good
progress on the new reservoir nt Cres
cent Beach.

Marston's Orchestra of seven pieces
has been engaged to (urnlsh music
for a kewpie doll ball, given by the
National Guard In Belfast Wednesday
evening.

Those who have clothing.or hooks to
contribute to the rum-mage sale in the
Congregational vretry all day Satur
day are requested to notify Mrs.
W. S. Rounds, who will see that they
are called for the day before.
The trial of the destroyer Tillman,
which was to have taken place today
has been indefinitely postponed.. The
craft developed engine trouble on the
trip north and put hack to Phila
delphia.

All of the ponds and lakes In Knox
County are the lowest for many years.
At Mirror I-ake there were 5 feet and
6 inches of water over the Camden &
Rockland Water Co.’s intake yester
day, and the supply was said by Supt.
Leach to be sufficient to last three
weeks without pumping. But It Is for
the interest of everybody not to waste
water.
The banquet announced for Thurs
day evening under the auspices of the
Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences
has had to he set ahead to a later date,
which will be announced.

There will be no meeting of the
Rockland Women’s Republican Club
this month, owing to the absence from
the city of the president and secretary.
Local shipowners hear with regret
this week of the death of Gardner O.
Deering ct. Bath, who, at the age of
88, Is believed to have been th? dean ot
American shipbuilders. 'Ho first en
gaged in the industry in 1966. His last
vessel, the five-masted schooner Car
roll A. Deering, completed two years
ago, was blown onto Diamond Shoals,
Cape Hatteras, on Jan. ’, list, with all
sails set and crew missing and is now
known as the ’“Mystery Ship.”
’Springtime" rehearsals today: Serv
ants, 2 p. m.: Memory group, 4.45;
Children. 4; Mardl C.ras, 5; Show Girls,
6.30; Maids of Honor, 7: Society group,
7.30; principals, 8; Wednesday re
hears, Futurists, 3.45; Playmates, 4;
Bridesmaids. 4.16; Jury Scene, 7: Prin
cipals, 8.

Waist bands 24 to 32.
Lengths accordingly.

Special $12.50 each
Mail orders given prompt and careful attention.

There will be a rummage sale of
clothing and hooks In the Congreg
Rational vestry all day Saturday—

adv.

s

The all round soap for toilet and bath, in Mint, Oxide,
Violet, Pink and Palm at 8 cents; 7 cakes for 50 cents.
Colgate’s Men’s Comfort, the home delight, the travel
ing men’s companion, the $1.25 size for 85 cents.

F U LLER - COBB-DaVI S

Large shipment of Couch Covers just received direct
from the mill, bought at a big discount from regular
prices. We shall pass this price reduction on to you—
Complete range of prices......................... $1.98 to $1 5.00

P. J. Simonton Co.

Colgate’s Toilet Waters, in nice screw top bottle,
fancy box, in Violet, Dactylis, La France Rose, Lilac,
Cashmere Bouquet and Caprice, 45 cents.
With Tanlac at 99 cents on you/ sideboard and Nujol
at $1.05 at your bedside, you ought to slide through life
very easily.

John Mealey, who underwent a seri
ous operation at Silsbv Hospital some
days ago, is convalescing.

The district convention of the Knights
of Pythias, held in this city last Thurs
day evening brought an attendance of
about 123, Including delegations from
Metinic Lodge of South Thomaston
and Island Home Lodge of Matlnlcus.
The latter was a-visiting for the first
time, and seemed to like the experi
ence after tackling the delicious oyster
stew concocted by L. A. Gray. The
Camden Isxlgc worked the rank of
Knight on Clarence Simmons of Rock
land, and as usual brought along its
hand, which added much to the cu
ll venment of the occasion. Two grand
officers were present—Grand Chancel
lor Louis A. Jack, of Lisbon, who was
a candidate for the gubernatorial nom
ination In 1920; and Grand Keeper of
Records and Seal Edgar J. Brown of
Waterville, who has just been appoint
ed postmaster.

0. W. Stuart, John T. Dunham of Lewiston and
Emma F. Libby of Rockland.

DIED
12* lea—Boston, Oct. 27, Augustus A. Fales of
Charlestown, a native of Cushing, aged 62
years, 11 months 14 days
Colburn—Rockland, Oct. 21, Bernard .1 . in
fant son of Mr. and Mrs. William Colburn,
aged 3 days.
Demmons—Rockport, Nov. 1 Leonice Dent
itions, aged 64 years, 6 months, 23 days. Fu
neral Saturday at 2 o’clock.
Dean—Rockland. Oct. 31. Florence E. (Sinhl) Dean, aged 7* years. 10 months. Funeral
Wednesday at 2pm, from residence on Shaw
a venue.
Russell—Warren. Oct. 31, Henry L. Russell
aged 53 years, 10 months, 3 days.

«

CARO OF THANKS
Mrs. Mary Cassie and family wish to ex
press to all tlieir friends, members of the
American Legion of Vinalhaven, North Haven
and Rockland and meinbers of the grange of
Vinalhaven and West Kludge, N. 11, and all
patriotic orders, their sincere appreciation of
the sympathy, kindness and helpfulness shown
during the past week to the memory of their
dear one who made the supreme sacrifice for
his country, also to thank all for the beautiful
floral offerings.
Vinalhaven, Oct. 29th. 1921.

“Huckville To Broadway”
The druggist hero decides he will
take a fling at city life.

PICTURES EVERY DAY
THIS WEEK

We Take All the Heavy Work !
Only
4
A Little Ironing tor You
All washday work is trying enough, but most women will agree
that the must and fuss of washing and ironing the large pieces is hard
est. Our Rough Dry service relieves you of all thia. All the washing
done, drying done and most of the ironing—you will find this service
most inexpensive, really less than it cost you to do this work at home.
Try us once and we know you are going to send your work to our.
laundry in the future. We do all kinds of laundry work.
Let us call for your Collars and Shirts. We deliver them back to

you in a day or two done right.

In our grocery department this week we are selling
Seeded Raisins for 21 cents for Superbas, and
Uneeda Biscuit, Oysterettes, Zuzus, Lemon Snaps,
Graham Crackers and Nabisco6, 3 packages for 25 cents.
New Turkish Figs at 40 cents.
I
New Large Sweet Prunes, at 20 cents.
New Castana Nuts, 20 cents pound.
Seven pounds Sweet Potatoes for 25 cents..................
New Sage Cheese, 36 cents pound.
New Florida Large Grape Fruit, 15 cents.
Sweet California Oranges, 55c, 65c and 95c dozen.
What’s the use to say anything about Claremont
Coffee. Almost everyone uses it—you will soon.

The Wight Company
ARCADE SKATING RINK
OPENS FOR

THE SEASON

Wednesday Night, November 2
Skating from 7:00 to 10:00
MUSIC

BY

FISH’S

SKATES IN FIRST CLASS
BEST

OF

BAND

ORDER
GIVEN

ATTENTION

Rink will be open this week Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday Nights and Saturday Afternoon

T

FRANK B. ALLEN, Manager

PARK THEATRE
::TODAY::
See BOB OTT and His Big Company
-IN—

“WHAT WRIGHT

LEFT”

THE BIG MUSICAL TICKLE—LAUGH NOW

: : TOMORROW : :

“MY

MOTHER”

THE FIRST TIME IN HIS LIFE BOB WILL PLAY WITHOUT HIS
’FUNNY MAKEUP

SEE BOB AS HE REALLY LOOKS

_______________________ The Best
PRICES
Musical

Matinee 25c,
Comedy

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
Established 1914

578 MAIN STREET.

>

Large Seidlitz Powders, 25 cents.
Cheesborough Yellow Vaseline, 8 cents jar.
White Vaseline, 11 cents.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

It was a regretful farewell which
everybody paid to October yesterday,
for it was without dorbt the best Oc
tober in the memory of the jjresent
generation. Come again next year,

*

Colgate’s Round Cake Shaving Soap at 6c a cake.

See window display.

A scarcity of fly-whackers in local
stores yesterday led one hardware mer
chant to remark that he had sold live
Irving Elwell, the Brook barber, is
times as many as he had ever sold in
any previous year. In spite of this drive beginning to wonder if he will ever
we have a suspicion that a few flies hear the last of that umbrella and
bathing suit which he is supposed to
have somehow escaped slaughter.
have been seeking during the rainy
The filing cases for the clerk of day at Topsham Fair. The latest in
courts' office were shipped Oct. 55, nut quiry comes from Atlanta, Ga., and
have apparently been delayed in trans the author of It was Ralph Daggett, a
former Rockland boy, who has recently
mission.
been located in Atlanta, but who has
Today the steamer Castine starts on since obtained a position as jeweler
her winter schedule of daily trips be with James Allan & Co., in Charleston.
tween Camden and Belfast, landing at S. C. Mr. Daggett advises Irving to
West Islesboro each way. The steamer go South this winter. Instead of buying
has been hauled up for a month and black diamonds”—quite forgetting
put into first-class condition for the that The Brook barber shop is heated
winter business.
The boat makes by hot air and the supply is ns plenti
Why do girls leave home? Find your
Connection at Belfast with train for ful as it Is inexpensive.
answer in the wonderful picture which
Bangor, and boat for Castine and
BORN
is to be shown nt Empire Theatre the
Brooksville.
Buck—Kocklaud, Oct. 27, to Mr. and Mrs. lirst four days of next week.
Chester Buck, a son—('Hester Fred.
Commander Healey of WinslowBarnard—At Britt Maternity Home, Rock
Holbrook Post has been working un land Nov. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A.
Barnard,
a son.
ceasingly to have the Camden-Rock
Andrews—West Rockport, Oct. —, to Mr. and
land football game scheluled for Sat Mrs. Bert Andrews, a son.
Jackson—Rockland, Oct. 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
urday, Nov. 12, played on Armistice
Jackson, a son.
Day Nov. 11, This would meet with Robie
Elwell—Unity, Oct. 27, to Mr. and Mrs
universal approval, and the crowd James I’. Elwell (.Mildred Cline), a son -Rob
would surely- he larger, as many per ert Cline.
sons are unable to see Saturday
MARRIED
games. In any event there will be an
DunfllMi—Libby—Rockland, Oct. 31, by Rev.
Armistice Night dance.
Charles A. Heckbert, who had ex
pected to cross the Atlantic in the
dirigible ZR-2, ond whose life was
spared only because he did not make
(he ascension on the day that the great
airship collapsed over Hull. England
Aug. 24. arrived home Saturday for n
20 days' furlough. Among those who
•ail been waiting anxiously to receive
the young aviator was his bride, who
came from Hull. England, early in the
summer, and who spent many anxious
hours after learning of the tragedy, un
111 her husband's cablegram assured
her of his safety. Mr. Heckbert 4s
looking line, hut has not yet recovered
from the great shock caused by the
loss of 44 lives. Some of the 17 Amer
icans who perished were his most In
timate associates.

The Coleo or Hard Water Soap at 9 cents a cake.

Dental Cream, large 19 cents; small, 8 cents.

The Street Railway’s roller polo team
Capt. Eric Smith nt the Salvation
Army plans to have a young people’s has been formed, and*will begin prac
ticing at the Arcade this week for the
hand, composed of hoys ’ind girls.
Amateur League.
R. U. Collins’ real estate agency has
sold the house on T street owned by
The weekly faculty mooting of the
Special Couch Cover,
$5.00
John Bushea to Katherine and Eliza High School will bo held Friday, Nov.
beth
Breadon.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Heavy Tapestry Cover, Oriental Patterns, durable,
4, at 3.30 o’clock. The plage is Room
Church occupy It.
1. At this meeting the teachers will
good size, pretty color combinations
report the special problems, the solu
Steam Trawler Plover, Capt. Chris. tions suggested, or any inspiration re
Johnson, arrived yesterday from Geor ceived from the State convention he'd
ges Banks with 120.000 pounds of first last week in Portland. AU parents
Rug Sale still in progress—Tapestry Brussells Art
quality fish for the Deep Sea Fisheries, and friends are cordially invited to at
c. The fare is being discharged to tend.
Squares, choice designs for living room, chamber or den
day and will be handled as fresh and
smoked fish. It looked like old times
9x12, sold last year at this time for $42.50; now $24.50
Rockland is in for another delightful
on the waterfront this morning.
i winter of roller skating, thanks to the
8-3x10-6 sold last year this time $38.50; now $22.50
■ fact that the Arcade has again been
The correspondent of a Boston Sun fitted up for that purpose. The formal
day newspaper who refers to a !• rye- | oiiening takes place Wednesday night,
7-6x9 sold last year at this time $30.00; now $19.50
burg woman as being the first woman and music will be furnished by Fish's
uror in the State, has evldentlv for
6x9 sold last year at this time for $25.50; now $17.50
and. There isn’t another hall in the
gotten that Knox County had that State devoted to roller skating, which
honor at the September term of court. can boast of a surface such as the Ar
27 in. Velvet Rugs, special $2.50. 27 in. Axminster
cade has, and with all the skates in
Rugs, mottled with band borders on end, special $2.98
The lull in fish arrivals at the plant first-class condition, it will be little
of the Sea Products Co. caused by short of an earthly paradise for those
changing from hand lines to trawls, who have followed this most fascinatwas broken yesteftlay with the arrival 'g of indoor sports, and those who
of three schooners and a number of will join the happy ranks. Frank B.
small boats. The three schooner fares
Hen. who is to be the manager, knows
were: Highland Belle, from Boston, he business from A to Z and will
with 8,000 pounds: Etta B„ from Port leave nothing undone that can contrib
land with 6,000 pounds; and" Teddy ute to the patrons’ comfort. The rink
Roosevelt from Boston with 4,300 ■ ill be open this week Wednesday, Fri
Pictures all this week at Empire pounds. The catches consisted prin day and Saturday nights and Satur
Albert A. Pendleton, who is employed
the Lime Company's blacksmith Theatre.
cipally of cod. haddock, pollock and day afternoon. Skating from 7 to 1ft
shop, has bought the Studley house on
hake.
jp. m.
Mrs.
Leroy
D.
Chatto
of
43
Broad
lames street and already occupies it.
street sends in mayflowers, picked yes
t
Mrs. Benjamin Bartlett is chairman terday
of the circle supper which will be
EMPIRE THEATRE
Fred
A.
Torrey of Stonington has
served by the Relief Corps Thursday
been
appointed
recorder
of
the
West
evening.
: :TODAY : :
Hancock Municipal Court.
: : THURSDAY : :
"Don’t forget Maine night" read the
A. C. Ingraham survived his week of
cards which have been .received by
JOHNNIE WALKER
local graduates of th? Orono univer rest down in Sedgwick nnd his cheerful
—IN—
sity. "Maine Night” will he celebrated greeting is again heard over the night
“THE GOLEM”
Friday, Nov. 4, oil the eve of th? Bow- desk at the Thorndike Hotel
“PLAY SQUARE”
doln-Maine game.
Story
of
a
boy
who
tried
to
live
Hazen II Ayer of Union nas been
When “The Golem,” a creature
down the past.
John A. Frost’s cottage in Jefferson elected vice president of the sophomore
of clay, vested with life by a
is being raised one story. This place is class at the University of Maine. Mr.
magic formula to save a nation,
the rendezvous of many Rockland Ayer is also assistant track manager.
: : WEDNESDAY : :
discovers his own diabolical power,
friends in the run of the year nnd it is
The supper nnd dance advertised to
he runs amuck with terrible fer
fair to assume that when the annual
EILEEN PERCY
salmon dinner takes place next sum take place at South Thomaston is to
vor. How a child subdued the
he given Friday evening instead of
mer there will be more "raising.”
monster is cleverly shown.
—IN—
Tuesday.

Mr. and Mrs. William A. Williams
■“have resigned as stewards of the Coun
try Club, having completed a year in
that position, and will be succeeded by
Mr. and Mrs. William K. Clinton, who
formerty served the club in that ca
pacity.

Cashmere Bouquet Soap at 21 cents a cake in
the large size and 9 cents a cake in the medium size.

22 cents.

CARPET ANNEX

Kenneth V. White is having a fort
night's vacation from Moor’s drug
store. This week he will be playing in
the Bob Ott orchestra. With this task
over he plans to beat it for Monhegan.
'
-*'N
The Woman’s Educational Club
members are reminded that the regu
lar order of opening to be memorized
is: 1, Scripture; 2, Preamble to Consti
tution of United States; 3. Preamble
and close of Declaration of Independ
ence; 4, Salute to the Flag; 5, the
American’s Creed; 6, Lincoln’’s Gettys
burg Address. Cut this out and take to
each meeting.

NOVEMBER 2

Cashmere Bouquet Talcum Powder in the tall tins,

Another case of 36 in. Bungalow Cretons at............ 25c
Another case of 36 in. Challies at.............................. 20c
Dainty patterns of Silkolenes, Sateens, Percales, etc.

There will he a special meeting of
Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M„ tonight.
Work on third degree.
I
»
’’Sunshine" is the new title of the
day clerk at the Thorndike Hotel. Sun
shine in a Forrest us lather unusun!,
hut is true in this case.

Special sale of Colgate’s Soap and Toilet Waters in
our drug department, beginning
WEDNESDAY,

Special sale of Ladies’ and Misses’ Wool Skirts,
made in the pleated and gathered styles. Materials
plaids and stripes. A special purchase enables us
to offer them at the low price of $ 12.50 each. Values
were $18.50 and $20.00.

Big selection of Comforter Materials.
Batting at................................................... 19c, 22c, 25c, 29c
Two pound Quilted Batts, open up 72x90 .......... $1.00
Three pound Snow White Home Batts.................. $1.25

Thursday night Is Elks’ ladies night,
chicken supper will be served at 0.30.

WIGHT’S

SKIRTS

Our fall stock of Bed.Comforters is now complete
Bunk Comforters at $1.95; others at $2.50, $2.95, $3.50
Our Leader—Medium Colored Bed Comforters, 72x78,
filled with 100% new cotton filling, pretty persian de
signs in challie covering................................................ $3.95
Dainty Bed Puffs at............ $5.50, $5.95, $7.50, $8.95
Home made Comforters, extra large and heavy ....
................................................ $5.00, $5.95 up to $10.00
Comforters made to order this week at the special
price of................................................................................ $4.50

G. A. Carter hands us raspberries,
picked Saturday.

Thomas Chisholm and Charles
Maxey have gone to Bluehtll for the
express purpose of showing the
’’pikers” how big game can be bagged.

Fiji.ler-Cobb-Davis

Rage Threg

ROCKLAND, MAINE

35c, plus tax
on
Tour

Evening, 35c,
50c, 75c
plus tax

Special
Motion
Pictures

ANNOUNCEMENT

George M. Simmons wishes to announce that

Will Be
Shown

he has taken the Agency for the MARMON CAR
Before

in place of the Cadillac, and that he will have a

Phone
409
and Be
Sure

the Show

Marmon touring car for demonstration in a few days.
Order

GEORGE M. SIMMONS

23 Tillson Ave.,

Rockland, Me.,

Your

Tel. 4-W

Amateurs
Thursday

Seats
Early
PICTURES EVERY
MATINEE DAILY AT 1:45.

Night
DAY

THIS

WEEK

EVENING AT 7:00
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Every-Other-Day

have had a head hunter on their trail 'WARE WASTE AND
QUARRY AND KILN
WONDERFUL CHANGE
as Wallie Torbin with anything In his
WEAR
WELL!
hands that could incriminate them
IN WHOLE FAMILY
What’s Goingg On With Our
In an Implication of love—or an ac
knowledgement of tlieir own beauty. Homan Bodies Are Poisoned by Their
Busy Industry, According
Own Waste. Most Illnesses
The fabric of civilized life Is Inter
Are Preventable.
To
Bulletin 83.
Buffalo Man, Wife and Daugh
woven with blackmail; even some of
the noblest people do favors forvotlier
The human body has to be he ated and
L.
R.
R.
R.
—
Engineer
Curtis
took
a
fine foods burned inside the body pro
ter All Report Remarkable
people who are depended upon not to duce much waste. All this waste should a day off Saturday to welcome, home
tell somebody something that the no be removed from the body regularly, his new son, James L., Jr., who ar
Gains in Weight.
Illustration* by
blest people have done. Blackmail Is thoroughly, daily, by the eliminative rived on the Boston boat that morn
born luto us all, and our nurses teach organs,—which are the bowels, kid ing.—Two ears with fireproof bodies
IrwinMyers
us more blackmail by threatening to neys, skin, and to some extent the have recently been constructed. They
are to be used at the new kilns for the
'I gained 12 pounds, my wife
tell cur parents, If we won’t do this lungs. These should act in harmony purpose of carrying hot ash from the
—
if
the
bowels
are
inactive
extra
and that—and our parents threaten
gained
26 pounds and my daughter Is
gas producer.—By a new arrangement
to tell the doctor—and so we learn! effort is required of the others, the weighing of cars Is now done by gaining day by day taking. Tanloc.
which easily become deranged. Many
Blackmail Is part of the dally life of medicines will force bowel action the conductors.—F. Leavitt arrived It’s the biggest surprise of our lives
a child; displeased, his first resort to temporarily but the after-effects are bark in the repair shop last week, hav and all our friends and neighbors are
get his way with other children is a harmful. Many remedies are adver ing finished his season as sharpener
op^riqKt, 19 21- by the Ball Sqndicatejnc.
talking about It. This medicine has
threat to “tell"; but by-and-by his tised, some of which have proven for a I-ong Cove (raving crew.
“Breaking It to her 'admirers.’ ”
made
a wonderful change In every
QUARRIES.
—
A
slight
adjustment
year
after
year
to
be
reliable,
effici

experience discovers the mutual bene
SYNOPSIS.
“Oh, she isn’t going to do that!”
ent, and without harmful action or to crusher has been made to suit con one of us. Before I got Tanlac, I could
fit
of
honor
among
blackmailers.
“She’ll have to, now,” he said. ••She’ll
ditions at new kilns.—The steam shovel hardly’ drag one foot after the other.
Therefore, at eight It is no longer the effect. Take Beecham’s Pills for ex
at the Blaekington farm quarry,
PART ONE.
either have to write the news to 'em.
ample. For over 70 years Beech
had indigestion perfectly awful,
ticket
to
threaten
to
tell
the
teacher;
here it has been for several weeks
am’s has been a household word all
Proud possessor of a printing press, and or else tell ’em, face to face, when she
and, n little later, threatening to tell over the world
in fact we were all regular dyspeptics.
equipment, the gift of Uncle Joseph to comes home.”
70 years of use removing dirt from edge of quarry.
his nephew, Herbert Illlngsworth Atwa
any adult at all is considered some by all sorts of folks, men, women
POINT'—Receipts for week were We all swear by Tanlac now at our
"She won’t do either."
ter, Jr., aged thirteen, the fortunate
thing of a breakdown in morals. No and even children, have proven first, carload of cement containing 924 bags. house. It ought to be In every home.
youth, with his chum, Henry Rooter,
“Why, how could she get out of It?"
about the same age, begins the publica
toriously, the code is more liable to that Beecham’s Pills do what is —Steam Lighter Radium began load It's the world’s greatest family med
His wife smiled pityingly. “She
tion of a full-fledged newspaper, the North
Infraction by people of the physically claimed for them; second, that they ing for barge 702 Monday morning.—
End Dally Oriole. Herbert’s small cousin, hasn't set a time for coming home,
ndw light has been installed on icine.”
Florence Atwater, being barred from
weaker
sex. for the very reason, of are harmless, do not produce bad
effects. Some medicine forces Nature hearth of No. 5, to illuminate a shady
The above statement was made by
any kind of participation In the enter has she? Don't you know enough of
course,
that
their
inferiority
of
mus

prise, on account of her Intense and nat-’ Julia's ways to know she'll never in
to unnatural action. Other medicines, corner.—Eleven ears bulk and three George L. Tessey, a well-known and
ural feminine desire to “boss,” is frankly
cle so frequently compels such a sin, like those contained in Beecham’s ■ars barrel lime made a pretty good,
annoyed, and not at all backward in say the world stand up to the music? She
If they are to have their way. But Pills assist Nature, act mildly, per week for shipments.—An average of highly respected machinist, living at
ing so. However, a poem else has writ writes that all the family can be told,
ten Is accepted for Insertion in the Oriole,
for
Florence there was now no such suade and hence produce no harmful 1,100 barrels per kiln for the week 83 Downing St., Buffalo, N. Y.
on a strictly commercial basis—cash in because she knows the news will leak
temotatlon. Looking toward the de effects. It is common to find fam shows the kiln fires were kept binn
Tanlac is sold In Rockland by Cor
advance. The poem suffers somewhat out here and there, in confidence, lit
molition of Atwater & Rooter, an ex ilies in which Beecham’s have been ing.—A blower for the tongue and ner Drug Store; in AVashlngton by F.
from the Inexperience of the youthful
used
by
several
generations,
their
publishers In the “art preservative.” Her tle by little; so by the time she gets
move
machine
has
been
ordered
and
posure before adults of the results
not altogether unreasonable demand for home they'll all have been through
use handed down from father to son will soon be put in operation.—Seven, L. Ludwig; In/North Haven by W. S.
of “Truth” would have been an effect and from mother to daughter.
republication of the masterpiece, with its
their
first
spasms,
and
after
that
She
copers are now working. Harry Tur Hopkins; in Vlnahaven by F. M.
beauty unmarred, are scorned, and the
of
the
sickliest
pallor
compared
to
That’s the best possible recom ner has gone. Mr. Flanders has been White; in South Thomaston by L. O.
break between Miss Atwater and the hopes they’ll just send her some for
whac might be accomplished by a mendation for any remedy. Every out sick for some time.
publishers of the Oriole widens.
Hanley, E. W. Crie, Criehaven and by
The Sunday following the first appear giving flowers and greet her with
careful use of the catastrophic Wallie druggist sells Beecham’s, is glad to
NEW KILNS—Production for the
ance of the Oriole, Florence's particular manly handclasps—and get ready to
do so because he knows that their past week has been selected and bulk the leading druggists in every town.
Torbin.
chum, Patty Fairchild, pays her a visit. usher at the wedding!"
They are Joined, despite Miss Atwater’s
All in aJI, It was a great Sunday reputation has been won by merit. —Edward H. Lothrop, a former kiln
openly expressed disapproval, by Master
“Well,” said Mr. Atwater. “I’m
man is a new addition to the day crew.
for Florence. On Sunday evening It
Herbert Atwater and Henry Rooter. Not
It does seem
at all disconcerted by the coolness of afraid you're right.
W. D. Mount, kiln expert, left Monwas her privileged custom to go to
their reception, the visitors and Miss rather like Julia to stay away till the
Jay night for a two weeks’ absence.—
the house of her fat, old great-uncle,
Fairchild Indulge In a series of innocent
New platforms and steps have been
Bunday games. Among them Is one called first of the worst Is over. I'm really
Joseph Atwater, and remain until nine
•Truth,” the feature of which is a con sorry for some of her love-lorners.
luilt at street and southern entrances Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBsatb
o'clock. In chatty companionship with
tract to write a question and answer,
the kiln building.—A first-aid cab
both to be kept a profound secret. The I suppose it will get whispered about,
Uncle Joseph and Aunt Carrie, his
Osteopathic Physicians
net has been placed in the ollice and
agreement Is duly carried out.
and they’ll hear It; and ther4 are
wife, and a few other relatives who
Declining emphatically to participate In
safety
bulletin
board
put
up
in
the
M
UNION STREET, ROCKLANO. MAINS
any game with her cousin and Henry some of the poor things that might
were In the habit of dropping In there
iln building.—The new car loader is
HOURS: 0:00 A M. TO 4 MS P. M.
Rooter, Florence is piqued by Miss Fair take It pretty hard ”
ow in operation. It takes bulk from 8VENINBS A SUNDAYS SV APPOINTMENT
on Sunday evenings.
In summer,
child’s open desertion to the enemy, her
“ ‘Take It pretty hard!’ ” she echoed
erstwhile bosom friend apparently enjoy
he tank delivery and distributes it to
lemonade and cake were frequently
TELEPHONE IN
I-*
ing herself immensely in the company of loudly. “There’s one of ’em. at least,
iny part of the car.—The new door
provided; In the autumn, one still
APPLETON
the visitors and leaving with them.
who will Just merely lose his reason!"
icing
put
in
at
track
entrance
to
gas
found cake, and perhaps a pitcher of
DR. C. D. NORTH
PART TWO.
“Which one?”
A. J. Johnson of Pocasset, Mass., and iroducer is to be made on plan of
clear new cider; apples were always
louble sash window. This makes it Physician andX-Ray Operate!
On lier visitors’ departure. Florence I
U.
S.
Johnson
of
Bridgewater,
Mass.,
“Noble Dill.”
a certainty.
learns through a conversation between I
are visiting their brothers, Lyndon nu'h more convenient to handle than
OFFICE. IS Beeek Street ROCKLANO
At this, the slender form of Flor
This evening was glorious; there
her parents, that her aunt, Julia Atwater, 1
ither swing or slide door and avoids
and
Leland Johnson.
idol of the greater part of the male popu ence underwent a spasmodic seizure,
OFFICe HOURS: UeUI 1 S. B.
were apples and cider and cake and
Miss Lillian Proctor has returned hutting out light from windows.
lation of the place, but- at present out of
I.-St la 1:00 eat 7:0C te 1:00 a. au
walr.uta, perfectly cracked, and a, to her work in Oakland after a two
BY-PRODUCTS—Benny Nota has
town on a visit, has apparently become in her chair, but as the fit was short,
TELEPHONE 713
03-N
engaged to a gentleman of the name of and also noiseless, it passed without
large open-hearted box of candy, weeks’ vacation spent with
her eeovered from his recent injury and
Crum, altogether unknown to the At
•eturned to work Monday.—Catch ba| Naturally, these being the circum parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Proctor
water family. Indulging in speculation being noticed.
concerning the fortunate youth, Mr. and I
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Misses Laura Waterman of Prqvi lins and drains along the North End
“Yes,” said Mr. Atwater, thought
stances Herbert was among the
Mrs. Atwater concede tha’t for all they !
guests; and, though rnther at a dis dence and Lottie Waterman of North rolley track have been put in order
know he may be a widower, or divorced, fully. “I suppose he will."
Osteopathic Physician
or winter.—Barge Haverford finished
with any number of children, etc. Flor- j
advantage, so far as the conversation Appleton were recent guests of Mrs. lis-harging
“He certainly will!" Mrs. Atwater
coal
Monday.—Frank M SCHOOL STREET
ence misses none of the remarks.
Pitman.
ROCKLANO. MAINS
| was concerned, not troubled by the
declared. “Noble’s mother told me
In her room that evening Florence
-othrop, who Is In Knox hospital with
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Sprague re
Hear,
9:00
A.
N.
te
4:00 P. M.
finds two brief notes used in the after last week that he'd gotten so he
handicap. The reason he was at a
Evenings by Appointmeat
turned to tlieir home in Arlington yphoid fever is improving and on the
noon game of “Truth,” and unfortunate
conversational
disadvantage
was
oad
to
recovery.
—
Considerable
fire
Telephone
373.
1-nf
ly lost by Miss Fairchild. To that young was just as liable to drop a fountainHeights Tuesday.
lady's query as to whether they did not pen in his coffee as a lump of sugar;
closely connected with the unusual
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert and Mr leveloped in a pile of slack coal at the
think they had pretty eyes, both Herbert
supply of refreshments; Uncle Joseph and Mrs. Harry Stanley and daughter ower during the past week. Operaand when any one speaks to him he
and Henry admitted they did, and had
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
affixed their signatures to the statement
and Aunt Carrt® had foreseen the Crystal visited friends in Augusta ion on the pile began Monday.—The
either
doesn
’
t
know
it,
or
else
jumps.
Realizing that neither of the young gen
lew
three-ring
roller
pulverizer
reeentOMee: VIRAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
coming of several more Atwaters than Sunday.
tlemen would care to have it known When he says anything, himself, she
OMee Heart: 1 te 1 tad 7 It S P. IL
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Tobey and y installed in the mill has been tried
that they had thus acknowledged the
usual, to talk over the new affairs of
says they can scarcely ever make out
>ut with satisfactory results. Con- ReelPeaee eeUI t A. N. aad fey ‘rr llTllM
possession of “pretty eyes,” Florence per
their beautiful relative, Julia. Sel family of Augusta visited relatives
what he’s talking about. He was try
ceives what a powerful weapon has been
iiderable more floor space has been TELEPHONES: ReaMeaee, (M| OMee. ML
placed in her hands, for among the ing enough before Julia went away;
dom have any relative’s new affairs here Sunday.
ll-tf
Mrs. Alhertine Barker will close her idded by the change.
Youth of the town is a boy, Wallie Torbeen more thoroughly talked over than
FIVE KILNS—< Charlie Senvey lias
bin, gifted with a remarkable talent for but since she’s been gone Mrs. Dill
house
here shortly and return to her
were Julia’s that evening, though all
mimicry and an altogether malignant says he’s like nothing in her experi
teen
out
a
week
with
a
severe
cold.
—
home In Salem, Mass.
•
DR. J. G HILL
disposition. The combination has made
the time by means of various symbols,
Mrs. Carrie Allen, who has spent the Ream lighter Sophia began loading se
him dreaded, and Florence realises that a ence. She says he doesn't inherit it;
ected
Monday
for
barge
702.
—
Produc
Reeidenee
and Office, 260 Main Street
since
it
was
thought
wiser
that
Her

threat to put Wallie Torbin in possession
Mr. Dill wasn’t anything like this
summer with Mrs. Barker, is going t<
of the secret concerning their “pietty
ion surged ahead last week with
bert
and
Florence
should
not
yet
be
about
her.
”
W.
H.
Pitman's
for
a
time.
Office
Hourei
Rockland, Met
eyes" would bring Herbert and Henry
Miss Susie Hanson of Searsmont 1; otal of 3175)4 barrels for the three
groveling at her feet and probably lead
Mr. Atwater smiled faintly. “Mrs. i But What Eventually Engrossed Her told of Julia’s engagement, and Flor
tilns,
beating
last
week's
record
by
10
to
11
A.
M.|
1
to
t
P.
M.|
dto I P, M,
to her greatly desired participation in
Mind Waa the Thought of Wallie ence’s parents wrt**-not present to visiting her sister, M#s.
Everett
Dill wasn’t anything like Julia."
i
their journalistic enterprise.
,06*4 barrels. No. 3 wag high line for
130-tf
Torbin.
Whitney
for
two
weeks.
confess
their
indiscretion,
Julia
was
Acquainting the two unfortunates with ,
“No,” said his wife.
"She was I
he plant with 1158 barrels.
her knowledge of their awful secret, they
We are having some very interest
referred
to
as
’
’
the
traveler,
”
and
other
make complete submission and Florence quite a sensible girl. I’d hate to he ty now befalling them; but what even
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
makeshifts were employed with the ing sermons at the church. Last
becomes the undisputed master mind of In her place, now, though, when she
tually engrossed her mind was the most knowing caution; and all the Sunday evening Rev. C. L. Cronkite
the Oriole.
76 MAIN STREET, THOMA8TON
In the next issue, with which the erst tells Noble about this!”
had for his subject, "Using the Wrong
thought of Wallie Torbin.
while Florence merely ate Inscrutably. Whetstone.” He held the attention ol
while proprietors of the sheet have little
“How can Mrs. Dill tell him, since
OMee
Heart—Until 9 e. a.; 1 te 3| 7 te 0 S. ak
to do, editorially, among the “news”
Master Torbin, approaching four The more sincere Herbert was as all during the whole address of
Items is related the engagement of Miss she doesn’t know It herself?”
Telepkeae 141-3
teen,
was
In
all
the
town
the
boy
placid
;
such
foods
were
enough
for
It
’
s
not
volume,
but
quality
minutes. He is drawing good congre
Julia Atwater to Mr. Crum, the gentle
0-tf
“Well—perhaps she ought to know most dreaded by his fellow-boys, and him.
man being referred to as a widower, also
in
diet
that
aids
healthful
gations to both services. The fall
divorced, and with a “great many chil it. so that she could tell him. Some by girls of his acquaintance, Including
“Well, all I say is. the traveler bet meeting of the Lincoln Association of
growth.
dren.”
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
Among the most ardent and hopeless body ought to tell him, and it ought many of both sexes who knew him
ter enjoy herself on her travels,” said the Baptist churches will be held
E. B. 8IL8BY, 8urseen
admirers of the beautiful Julia is a youth to be done with the greatest tact. It only by sight—and hearing. He had
Aunt Fanny finally, as the subject here Nov 2.
—■•a#—
of the name of Noble Dill, an altogether ought to be broken to him with the
Mrs Abbie Simmons is the guest of
commonplace and uninteresting individual,
no physical endowment or attainment appeared to be wearing toward ex
Z-BAT Operator
notable only among his fellow townsmen most delicate care and sympathy, or < worth mentlOD; but boys, who could
h?r
daughter
in
Rockland.
is
a
quality-food
that
,
haustion. “She certainly Is In for it
U SVMMEH STREET, 10CKLABB
for liis devoted attachment to the ob’ect the consequences—’’
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Newbert and
“whip him with one hand,” became when the voyaging Is over and she
of his affections. He is. however. Flor
many need to help tide ,
TELEPHONE 121
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Stanley
and
fB.ns
ence’s Ideal, and that young lady, desir
“Nobody could foretell the conse sycophants In his presence; the terror arrives In the port she sailed from,
over times of weak
ous of breaking the news of Julia’s en
daughter
Crystal
motored
to
Augusta
and has to show her papers. I agree Sunday, and called on friends.
gagement “gently.” herself presents him quences.” her husband interrupted— he inspired was moral. He had a spe
ness. It’s rich in the
DAVIS & STURM
with a copy of the Oriole containing the “no matter how tactfully it’s broken cial overdevelopment of a faculty ex
with the rest of yon; she'll have a
precious vitamines.
announcement.
to Noble.”
ercised clumsily enough by most hu great deal to answer for, and most
Chiropractors
AT
ALL
DRUG
STORES
WEST ROCKPORT
“No,” she said, “I suppose that’s man beings, especially in their youth;
of all about the shortest one. My
PRICE. 81.20 and GOc.
Palmer School Graduates
(Continued)
true. I think he's likely to lose his In other words, he had genius—not, own opinion Is that the shortest one Is
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
400 MAIN 8Tm ROCKLAND, MAINS
Esther Fernald and brother of Rock
Her husband laughed. “I don't think reason unless It Is done very tactful however, genius having to do with
-----ALSO MAKERS OF - ■—
going to burst like a balloon.”
land
returned
home
Saturday
after
Hours: 2 to 5 P. M Daily;
she’d go so far as to aclually accept ly, though.”
anything generally recognized as art
6.30 to 7.30 Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
“The shortest one," as the demure weeks visit with tlieir grandparents
such a person and write home to an- 1
“Do you think we really ought to or science. True, If he had been n Florence had understood from the Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fernald.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
130-tf
nounce her engagement to the family. ! tell Mrs. Dill. Mollie? I mean, seri violinist prodigy or mathematical prod
Joe Andrews Is home from Augusta
first, was her Ideal—none other than
(Tablets or Granules)
I suppose most of her swains here ously : Do you?"
igy, lie would have had some respect Noble Dill. Now she looked up from and vicinity where he lias had employ
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
have been in the habit of proposing
^"INDIGESTION,
For some moments she considered from Ills fellows—about equal to that
the slool where she sat with her back ment during the summer.
Diseases of the Eye;
to her just as frequently as she was
Mrs. A. O. Pokes returned from
*
21-Uek
his question: then nswered, “No. It’s he might have received If he were against a pilaster of the mantelpiece.
unable to prevent them from going
Rockland Saturday.
Refractions, Etc.
gifted
with
some
pleasant
deformity,
possible we’d be following a Christian 1
“Uncle Joseph,” she said—“I was just
Master Douglas Heald of Camden
407 MAIN STREET
j course in doing it: but still we're rath such as six toes on a foot—but he
thinking. What Is a person’s reason?' spent the weekend with relatives.
Keen: 3 te 12 A. N.; 1 te 0 P, M.
er bound not to speak of it outside the wquld never have enjoyed such deadly
The fat gentleman, rosy with fire
One candidate was received into the
ReeMeeee, 21 Fnnte Strati TeL OOl-L
OMee T .teehee. 4B3-W.
family, and when it does get outside prestige as had actually come to be light and elder, finished his fifth glass church by baptism Sunday.
his.
In
brief,
then,
Wallie
Torbin
had
; the family I think we'd better not be ,
JIlss Luella (Ring of Warren High
before responding. “Well, there are
DR. F. S. POWERS
the ones responsible—especially since a genius for mockery.
persons I never could find any reason lands was the guest of Josephine
‘ it might easily he traced to 11s. I
Almost from his babyhood he had
for ’em at all. ‘A person’s reason!' Brown over Sunday.
Dentist
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Conant and
think it’s usually better to keep out been a child of one purpose: to In What do you mean, ‘a person’s rea
ORTHODONTIA (etralfMealeo teetO)
daughter
and
Mrs.
M.
C.
Murphy
and
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLESt
of things when there's any doubt.”
crease by ghastly burlesque the suf son,’ Florence?"
son J. F. Heald attended services in
290 MAIN STREET. ROCKLANO
"Yes,” he said, meditating. ”T nev ferings of unfortunate friends. If one
“I mean like when somebody says, the Advent chapel Sunday evening.
Speer Bloek............ Feet el Park Meal
OMe.
Hewn:
« te 12: ■ L 3. TEL 743-M.
of
them
wept,
Wallie
Incessantly
pur

er knew any harm to come off people’s
■They’ll lose their reason,”’ she ex
Mrs. Emma Leach was in Camden
sued him, yelping In horrid mimicry;
sticking to their own affairs."
plained. “Has everybody got n rea and Rockland on business Friday.
EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.
Our stage driver between Camden
son, and If they have, what Is It, and
But as he and his wife became si if odp were chastised, he could not
how do they lose It, and what would and Rockland, has equipped his Ford
lent for a time, musing In the fire appear out-of-doors for days except to
with an Ustus Limousette, which is
they do then?”
|
DENTIST
light, their daughter's special convic encounter Wallie and a complete re
“Oh, I see!” he said. "Yon needn’t proving very comfortable to his pat
OUR SPECIALTY
tions were far from coinciding with ! hearsal of the recent agony. “Quit,
tons.
worry. I suppose since you heard It,
theirs, although she. likewise, was si papa; pah-puh, quee-yet! I’ll never
Mrs. William Brown returned home
you've been hunting all over yourself from Norway Saturday evening.
lent—a strangeness In her which they do It again, pah-puh 1 Oh, lenune
407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
alone,
pah-puh
!
”
for your reason and looking to see If
should have observed. But so far
Mrs. Henry Fogler is a visitor at
As he grew older, his Insatiate cu there was one hanging out of anybody the home of her daughter Mrs. Mattie
were they from a true comprehension
L. W. BENNER
of her, they were unaware that she riosity enabled him to expose unnum Gse, somewhere. No; It's something Clark in Camden.
—DEALER IN—
you can’t see ordinarily, Florence.
had more than a casual, young-cou bered weaknesses. Indiscretions and
INC.
Two Views.
Losing your reason Is Just another
sinly Interest In Julia Atwater’s en social misfortunes on the part of ac
All Kinds of Real Estate
“We'll never get rich If you kee|
way of saying ‘going crazy!’”
gagement and in those possible con quaintances and schoolmates; and to
BOSTON, MASS.
every
exposure
his
noise
and
energy
on
spending
all
I
ma
lie."
2 NORTH MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
sequences to Noble Dill, which they
“Oh,” she murmured, and appeared
"That's true, and we’ll never get
TELEPHONE 233-1
«|.tf
had sketched with some intentional gave a hideous publicity; the more
lo be somewhat disturbed.
exaggeration, and decidedly without ills victim sought privacy the more
At this, Herbert thought proper to rich If you don’t hustle a l,i| mid try
NED
L.
MORISON,
Apple
Expart
GEORGE W. FOSTER
the staggering seriousness attributed persistently he was sought out by
offer a witticism for the pleasure of to make n little more th.-iii I
spend "
to their predictions by their daughter. Wallie, vociferous and attended by
the company.
E. W. J. HEARTY, President
Dealer in Pianos
They did not even notice her expres hilarious spectators. But above all
“You know, Florence,” he said, “It
sion when Mr. Atwater snapped on other things, what most stimulated
Fine Tuning
only means acting like you most al
ROBERT B. LORING, Trees.
For Raw Sore Throat
the light, In order to read, and she the demoniac boy to prodigies of sat
ways do.” He applauded himself with
ire
was
any
tender
episode
or
symp

75
Cedar
Street. Tel. 572-M
went quietly out of the library and up
a hurst of changing laughter which
At the first sign of a raw, sore
tom connected with the dawn of love.
to her own room.
throat rub on a little Musterole with'
ranged from a bullfrog croak to a
20 Fanuel Hall Market
your fingers.
L. R. CAMPBELL
On the floor, near her bed, where Florence herself had suffered excru
collapsing soprano; then he added:
ciatingly
at
Intervals
throughout
her
It goes right to the spot with a gentle
Patty Fairchild lutd left her coat and
(North 8ide)
“Especially when you come around
eleventh spring, because Wallie dis
tingle, loosens congestion, draws out
Attorney at Law
At Thia, the Slender Form of Florence hat, Florence made her second dis
my and Henry's newspaper building!
covered that Georgle Beck sent her a
soreness and pain.
covery.
Two
small,
folded
slips
of
Underwent a Spasmodic Seizure, in
You certainly 'lose yonr reason’ every
“
The
House
Built
on
the
Apple"
Special
Atteatlee te Prelate Mattan
Musterole is a clean, white ointment
paper lay there, dropped by Miss Fair- valentine; and the humorist’s many,
Her Chair.
time you come around that ole place 1"
W MAIN STREET 5 1 « ROCKLANB. MS
(6Tu-S
made
with
oil
of
mustard.
It
has
all
many
squealings
of
that
valentine
’
s
child when she put on her coat In the
“Well, course I haf to act like the
the strength of the old-fashioned mus
that far; and while I don’t think she’s darkening room. They were the re- affectionate quatrain finally left her
people that’s already there.” Florence tard plaster without the blister.
been as discouraging with them as she plies to Patty’s whispered questions, unahie to decide which she hated the
EDWARD K. GOULD
retorted, not sharply, but in a musing
Nothing like Musterole for croupy
might have been, she's never really in the game on the steps—the pledged more, Wallie or Georgle. That was
children. Keep it handy for instant
tone that should have warned him.
the
worst
of
Wallie:
lie
never
“
let
accepted any of ’em. She's never been Truth, written by Henry Rooter and
use. 35 and 65 cents in jars and tubes
Attorney at Law
It was not her wont to use a quiet
There is no “cure,” but
engaged before.”
Herbert Atwater on their sacred words up”; and In Florence’s circle there
voice for repartee. Thinking her hum hospital size, $3.
“No,” Mrs. Atwater admitted, “Not and honors. The Infatuated pair had was no more sobering threat than,
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER
rTLUMN AVK.
UAIB BTBtrv
- wheezy breathing may
ble, he laughed the more raucously.
to this extent She’s never announced either overestimated Patty’s caution, "I'll tell Wallie Torbin!” As for
oftentimes
be
relieved
"Oh, Florence!” he besought her.
Henry
Rooter
and
Herbert
Illlngs

It to the family before.”
or else each had thought she would
“Say not so! Say not so!”
ARTHUR L. ORNE
by inhaling the soothing
“Well, I’d hate to have Julia’s job so prize his little missive that she worth Atwater, Jr., they would as soon

>>H
BoothTarkington

r

sages ever falling Into the hands of
the relentless creature who now, with
out an Instant's honorable hesitation,
unfolded and read them.
“Yes, If I got to tell the truth. I
know I have got pretty eyes.” Herl>ert
had unfortunately written. “I am glad
you think so. too, Patty, because your
eyes are too. Herbert Illlngsworth
Atwaler, Jr.”
And Mr. Henry Rooter had likewise
ruined himself In a coincidental man
ner.
“Well, Patty, my eyes are pretty,
but suppose I would like to trade with
yours because you have beautiful eyes,
also, sure as my name la Henry
Rooter.”
Floreuce stood close to the piukshadet’. electric dropllght over her
small white dressing table, reading
again and again these pathetically
honest little confidences. Her eyelids
were withdrawn to an unprecedented
retirement, so remarkably she stared,
while her mouth seemed to prepare
itself for the attempted reception of
a bulk beyond Its total capacity. And
these plastic tokens, so immoderate
as to be ordinarily the consequence of
nothing short of poignant horror,
were overlaid by others, subtler and
more gleaming, which wrought the
true significance of the contortion—a
joy that was dumfoundlng.
Her thoughts were first of Fortune's
kindness in selecting her for a favor
so miraculously dovetailing into the
precise need of her life, then of Henry
and Herbert, each at this hour prob
ably brushing his hair hi preparation
for the Sunday evening meal, and both
touchingly unconscious of the calami-

Professional EBusiness Caw

for sicR
headaches

Beecham’s

*QUALITY-FOOD~|

Scott's Emulsion

RMfQlDS

MAINE

APPLES

KINGMAN & HEARTY

when she comes back!” Julia’s brother
said ruefully.
“What’s that?”

Musto Turp
A Mustard and Turpentine OintmZnt
for Congestion, Aches, Pains and Inflammation. At all Druggists. Price
26c, to any address.
,
PRIEST DRUG CO., Bangor, Me.

would treasure It In a tender safety.
perhaps pinned upon her blouse (at
the first opportunity) over the heart
It 13 positively safe to say that neither
of the two veracities would ever have
been set upon paper had Herbert and
Hf"ry vBnr '‘’"‘shadowing that Patty
mlKht be careless; and the partners
would have been seized with the utmost horror could they have conceived
tfcft possibility of their trustful mes-

1 medicated vapers of—

To be continued—Began October 15.
Back copies caji be supplied.

Seieeeeer te A. 1. Entice A Oe.
U» MeiM STSEFT : 1 f SOCKLAMS. MAISI

USE

ACCO ASPIRIN
TABLETS
For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Head
ache, Earache, etc. At all druggists.
lfl-tf

You Gan Talk to Practically
All the People hi the Town
THROUGH THIS PAPER

Insurance

Stomach Off? Try This.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM

Attorney at Law
Get a box of Mi-O-Na Stomach Tab
Those small ads in
The
Courierlets at all Druggists, and stop all dis
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
tress. Relieves indigestion, or money Gazette are read by every body. That
431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLANO, MS.
Is why they are so popular and Telepkeeee—OSee. 4SL Heats. 0SS-W. «t-M
back.—Adv.
1
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Mrs. E. Q. Carver returned Wednes
Mrs. A. J. Rawley, Mrs. Manfred
day from Portland.
Humphrey and Mrs. Albert Slingsby
Walter Binnle was home from Wor
and son Calvin motored to Rockland
cester. Maas, last week to attend the
Jast week
funeral services of hla uncle Corporal
Mrs. Lucy Robinson has returned
Robert Cassie and returned Saturday.
from South Penobscot, where she has
Moses Webster Lodge will work the
been the guest of her sister for several
fellow craft degree Tuesday at 5 p. m.
days.
Supper at 6.30 and Past Master's de
Mrs. Nancy Davis has gone to War
gree will be worked In the evening.
ren, where she will be the guest of her
M. P. Smith was In Rockland Fri
sister, Mrs. Emmaline Bucklin.
day and purchased a Studebaker car.
Miss Mary Snow was a caller in
Nina Ames returned Friday from a
Rockland last week.
visit with Ethel Young at Crockett's
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rawley and
3KCAW>QIIININ[
River.
son Clarence and Miss Eva Torrey mo
The mammoth cake sale at Union
tored to Rockland Tuesday evening.
church vestry Thursday afternoon
Charles Crocker has gone to Boston,
netted the High School $19.
where he will spend the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cassie and
Walter Simmons, who has been the
Mrs. Lena Stanley returned Friday to
guest of his sister, Mrs. Arthur Stew
Portland.
art in Bath, has arrived home.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Davis arrived
Miss Mildred Bachelder ia caring for
Mrs. Vivian Howard.
Friday from Clark’s Island.
CAFECUARD aiainst L* Grippe ud iu
Mrs, Caroline Wilson has gone to
Frank Ingraham of Rockland, presi
dangerous iI«L
Boston enroute for her home in Bruns
dent of the Knox Health Public As
Whes weather it variable, when yea
wick, Ga.
sociation, was in town Friday.
bare expoied younell, become chilled
Miss Eva Torrey was in Rockland
Joseph Leopold of New York was In
tbraaib or walked ia damp iboei—don't
Wednesday.
town Friday.
Miss Elsla Torrey was in Rockland
delay. Get C. B. Q. quickly. Fortify apiatl
John Cassie returned to Southbrldge,
last week.
Ihe consequences of a serious Cold.
Mass., and Mrs. Blanche McElroy and
Mrs. Fred Howard is ill and is at
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Morse to Wor
Depend on Hill’s—Standard remedy lor
tended by Dr. Hill of Rockland.
cester, Mass., on Saturday’s boat.
two leaeratidne Tablet Iona. Quickest
Capt. Charles Hart and family of
E. C. McIntosh has recently pur
te act
Portland motored here last week and
chased C. S. Libby’s grocery business.
are guests of Mrs. Lucy Dunbar.
November 7 Mrs. Laura Maxey of
Demand red baa bearing Mr. HOl’i parTalk about stews. Puritan Rebekah
Rockland will make an official visit
trail aad signature.
t-odge was he.ppily surprised at their
for inspection of the work, of Mar
last regular meeting when supper was
At AU Druggists—30 Cnn
guerite Chapter O. E. S.
nnounced and they marched to the
Mrs. T. E. Libby returned Saturday
W H HILL COMPANY. DETROIT
banquet hall to find a hot lobster stew
from Brookline.
and custard pies spread for 50 mem
Capt. and Mrs. E. S. Roberts, re
bers. A. J. Rawley wbb chef with Flor
turned Friday from Rockland where
ence Cook and Mildred Bachelder on
they were guests at the celebration of
the committee. A1 is right there when
the 87th birthday of George Roberts.
EAST WALDOBORO
it comes to making stew.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Lyford of
Sch. C. M. Gilmore was In the harbor
Atkinson are guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Miss Ada Trueworthy of Rochester, Saturday from Portland.
W. F. Lyford.
Joseph Simmons has a new Ford’
Mrs. Ernest Talbot of Boothbay is in N. H., Is visiting her sister, Mrs. Aus
touring car.
tin Miller.
town for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Wheeler and
The concrete steps being built at the
Mrs. William Brown is spending a
daughter Ruth were at W. E. Ler Masonic Hall are nearly completed.
month with relatives in Bangor.
Our summer visitors have about all
Vlnalhaven teachers who attended mond's Sunday.
Mr. a’nd Mrs. Edwin Mank and Mr. left us, and we are sorry to have them
the Teachers' Convention in Port
land last week were Principal Smith and Mrs. L. I. Mank and son Edwin go.
Capt. Orris Holbrook is making ex
Hopkins, MIsa Mildred Vinal and Miss were at George Wlnchenbach’s, South
tensive repairs on his buildings re
Evelyn Arey of the High School; and Waldoboro, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bennett were cently purchased from David W. Giles.
from the grades, Mrs. Robbins, Mrs.
Irving Cook has recently bought the
Davis, Misses Hatch, Beverage, Brown, guests of her nephew, Melvin Lawry
Fernald house and lot and' is having
Carver, Tolman and Oakes and Supt. at Friendship, Sunday,
Mrs. Will Hemingway and daughter the buildings newly shingled by Steven
and Mrs. E. A. Smalley.
Charles
Shields
and
grandson Alcy of Rockland are visiting her Cook.
The quarry business at Long Cove
Kenneth Lynch visited in Rockland mother, Mrs. Martha Gould.
Mrs. J. O. Jameson and son Dyson owned by Booth Brothers has been
Saturday.
Mrs. Laura Green returned Saturday visited her mother. Mrs. Levander greatly curtailed owing to no sale for
from a visit with her daughter Miss Newbert, North Waldoboro, last week paving blocks and stone.
Mrs. N. W. Rlnes was a guest of her
William S. White was in town Sat
Josephine Green in New Hampshire
and with her sister, Mrs. Ulmer Smith daughter, Mrs. Fred Burns at the vil urday on business.
lage Wednesday
Mrs. Fannie Morris recently returned
in Barre, Vt.
COUPON
John Coffin and family motored to from Waltham, Mass., where she has
Mrs. Christy Whitney and daughter
been visiting relatives.
of Rockville are visiting the former’s Aina and Wiscasset Sunday.
Such delightful fall weather we are
Miss Ella Mank is at J. W. Waltz's.
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred CalderMr. and Mrs. Frank Johnson, Mrs having seems to suit everybody.
wood’s.
We
didn
’
t
get
those
electric
lights
J.
L.
Flanders
and
Mrs.
Nellie
Reever
Augusta, Maine
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. White returned
Friday from Boston, New York and attended Knox Pomona Grange at this year and are pretty disappointed.
North Warren Saturday. By Invitation ,but we hope to see them installed next
Please send me information about investing my
Philadelphia.
from Warren B. Gardner, Mr. Johnson year in every home and store and all
• • • •
was prepared to give an educational public buildings.
money
to build Maine.
Mrs. Angus Hennigar and Pauline talk on poultry, but he only gave a
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rawley and Mr.
Patterson arrived Friday from Rock very few points at the noon hour. If and Mrs. Elmer Allen and son Henry
Address ........................................ t.............................
land.
experience Is a good teacher, we feel motored to Waterville Saturday ' to
Mrs. Edward Beggs has returned sure Mr. Johnson is at home along witness the football game between
Address ...............................................................
from a visit in Brewer with Mr. and these lines.
Colby and Maine.
Mrs. Merton Beggs. Capt. Beggs Is
I
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey
Mrs. Isaac Mank and Miss Myrtle
on a trip up river with Capt. Walter Reever were at Walter Calderwood’s, and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rawley mo
Tolman.
C.-G.-11-3-21
Union, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Artnur tored to Windsor Sunday.
Mrs. Hugh Jones and little daughter Mank. Saturday.
The Village Improvement Society is
left Friday for New York where they
Mrs. L. L. Mank, Mrs. C. C. Bowers making fine progress in having the
will sail for Wales. Mr. Johnson has and two children were at S. J. Bur foundation put in for the continuing
employment for the winter in Georgia. rows’, South Waldoboro, Sunday.
of the cement sidewalk. The founda
Mrs. Martha Mills has returned from
Mrs. Milton Creamer and three tion will have a good chance to settle
a visit with her sister Mrs. Ellen Mills daughters were recent guests of her and be in good condition for the con
at Zion.
crete top in the spring.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Rines.
Mr. and Mn. A. E. Libby spent Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Roy McGuire of Hal
day as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles lowell were weekend guests at W H.
ROCKPORT
WARREN
E. Young’s of Crockett’s River.
Keene’s.
Daniel Gross and Mrs. Joseph GerMr. and Mrs. Fred Veazie and Miss
Mrs. Mary K. Payson, who has been
Henry L. Russell, one of our prom
rlsh were at Isle au Haut Sunday to Beatrice Emery of Rockland were at
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
inent
citizens,
died
suddenly
at
his
attend the funeral of their sister, Mrs. J. W. Waltz’s, Sunday.
{tome here Monday. Funeral services Fred Knight, left last week for Ja
Edwin Rich.
Clarence Coffin and family were in will be held at the Congregational maica Plain. Mass.
The H. G. L. Club, Mrs. Charles Rockland Saturday
Mrs. Jessie Thompson of Friendship
church at 2 p. m. Thursday.
Thomas’ Sunday School class, enjoyed
Edwin Stevens, Mrs. Lottie Rines
was the guest of Rev. and Mrs. A. F.
Mrs.
Angeline
Grenough
and
sister,
a Halloween party Friday evening at Ctevens and daughter Evelyn of ThomLeigh last week at the Methodist parthe home of Mrs. Louise Hardison. The l.ston were guests of her parents, Mr. Mrs. Ella Sheldon have gone to Ne v Isonage
York.
rooms were prettily decorated In honor and Mrs. J. E. Rines recently.
The Twentieth Century Club will be
Mrs. Frank Ulmer, Fannie Dunbar,
of the occasion. Luncheon was served,
entertained Friday afternoon at the
Mina
Rines,
Lizzie
Mathews,
Bert
Nor

and the 18 guests enjoyed dancing
wood, Sherburn Kalloch, Charles Star- home of Mrs. Rena Carroll.
with music of the Victrola and games.
UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Mank and son
ett and Frank Percy have gone to
It was near the small wee hours when
Clarence of Waldoboro were guests of
Jackman on a gunning trip.
good night was said.
i Grammar School Notes—The pupils in
The United Baptist Lincoln Quar Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles Sunday.
November 4 there will be inspection ! this room are feeding a lost collie dog
Miss Effie Robarts left this morning
terly
Association will meet in Appleton
at the Ladies of the G. A. R.
for Bangor to complete her course in
i w hile waiting to find his owner to claim November 2.
Friday evening Mrs. Job Cunning . him. They have advertised in the colWalter Overlook has moved into Ed the Business College.
ham entertained friends at a Halloween , umns of The Courier-Gazette and trust
Extensive repairs and improvements
ward Crawford's house at the village.
party.
I ‘us inssi- r or n'is'ress may see Ihe nslA number of the teachers went to are being made upon what is known as
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger, pastor of | vi. Iisement t.'.tl some for hint before
the Beal home and now owned by Capt.
Union church, was called to Isle au i the weather gets colder. He has been Portland to attend the convention.
Ernest Torrey.
George
Walker
motored
to
Camden
Haut Sunday to officiate at the funeral with us three weeks and is fed during Saturday.
Miss Fannie H. Fuller has returned
of Mrs. Edwin Rich.
the day and at night he has a good
Mr. and Mrs. Blake and William to Brookline, Mass., after spending a
Wednesday evening Nov. 2, Dr. J. W. bed. He wears no collar, but we judge
Young motored to Oakland Saturday, few days with her mother, Mrs. Emma
Loughlln, World’s War Veteran, and trom his affectlonir* nature that he returning
Fuller.
Sunday,
District Health Officer of Damaris i has been the pet of someone. ... We
C. H. Ewell and crew are painting
Benjamin Spear has gone to Togus
cotta, will give a free lecture in Union ' are working on a geographical sketch for the winter.
the iron bridge.
church vestry. Lenora A. Chaplin. - of the town of Union at the request of
C. Fred Knight and family are still
Maynard Waltz spent the weekend
Public Health Nurse of Knox County I the superintendent of schools of Ban at home.
enjoying fresh raspberries from their j
If the plaster is cracked, broken, unsafe
will also be in town this week. This gor. . . . The primary and'High schools
or unsilightly, it is time to Upsonize!
Jewel Hart and Mrs. Alice Gardner bushes of the ever bearing variety.
lecture on health will be of much in were closed while Ihe teachers attend spent Sunday in Camden, the guests of
hey began picking them July 3 and
terest to everybody and a large at cd the State Convention.
up to a few days ago the bushes had
T TPSONIZING is modernizing! It makes
Mrs. Judson Fish.
tendance is desired. Miss Chaplin will
LJ old rooms new and charming without the
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Payson and Mr. yielded 137 full baskets.
also visit the public schools.
Mrs Loring Philbrook returned Sat
irritating muss, dirt and delay of re-plastering.
and Mrs. Howard Norwood attended
A goodly number attended the Hal
Good wall board is everywhere recognized as
SOUTH UNION
the dance at North Waldoboto Satur urday from Auburn, where she was
the nearest perfect lining for walls and ceilings.
loween social held for the young
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
day night
people in the Saints church on Friday
Ingraham for the week. Mrs. Ingra
Mrs. Wilbur Thurston was collect
N. C. Crowfor-1 is Hl.
But there is a big difference in wail boards!
evening. The church rooms were ing bedding and clothing for a desti
Joseph Vinal is building an Ice house. ham is the guest of her parents, Mr.
made very attractive with an abund tute family In the North part of the
Miss Eliza Swan is visiting her sis and Mrs. William Philbrook for a few
By actual test, Upson Board is nearly twice aa
days.
ance of evergreen, autumn leaves, town last week and had a good success ter, Mrs. Mary Richmond.
stiff end strong as other wall boards, holding
and Jack-o-lanterns peering from in a worthy work.
Misses
Addle
'Weeks,
Beulah
Jackto the nails where weak boards might pull away.
The Warren Lodge of Odd Fellows
every nook and comer. The places
Misses Helen and Ruth Ripley and and Rebekahs will give a reception to son, Lida Hawthorne and Ethel Scrib
visited along the line of the ghost Hazel Benner attended the Teachers' Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stewart Friday ner motored from Augusta to spend
march were the magic spring, the re Convention in Portland Thursday and night, Nov. 4 at the hall. There will Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
mains of "Patrick Henry” who was Friday.
be an entertainment and refreshments Champney.
laying in state in the basement, by the
Clarence Gould of Portland was the will be served.
The price has been reduced
tent of an old wizard who was busy guest of his brother William Gould
with his caldron of broth. An orches Saturday.
Cost
Size of room
Here ia the approximate
OWL’S HEAD
tra of ghosts played the accompani
low cost of the Upton
I. C. Thurston returned from Cleve
$8.65
12 x 16 ft.
Board
required
for
the
cei/ment. An “old gypsy” gave fortunes land, Ohio Sunday where he had been
6.50
12 x 12 **
of the average home
to many who dared to visit her lone to attend a convention.
5.40
10 x 12 “
W. .1. Whitney spent the past week
room, excluding cost of
7x8 “
2.55
ly abode in one corner of the barn.
labor and trim.
Schools were closed Thursday and in Frinedship.
Another carload of those nice
Out-of-door games were played with Friday, the teachers attending the
Mrs. I. A Post and family were In
cphone us today for samples
Cedar Shingles has arrived and is
much enthusiasm, after which the convention In Portland.
Rockland last week for several days
and literature
ready for delivery; everybody ia
guests were served 4ce cream. A very
Mrs. N. A. Tiffany and children have
Water in the ponds Is veTy ' low
pleasant evening is the report of all.
which causes our electric lights to go gone to Camden
talking about them; there are
Dr. L. G. Bunker of Waterville was
out at midnight.
reasons—come and look them over
at the Plalsted home a few days re
and you, too, will be convinced.
cently.
MONHEGAN
Hemlock and Spruce Boards and
SPRUCE HEAD
Donald Merriam accompanied his
ROCKLAND, MAINE
father on a business trip last weeek
Joist are coming in daily, and it will
Miss Ma}>el Decker left Thursday
A fine entertainment was given nt
Albion Caddy has been substituting
for Boston, where she will spend a few
soon be so that you can get what
days before returning to her home In at the coast guard while Mr. Dunn and Timber Hill last Friday evening. Two
you need right at home.
men were on a trip to Wass Island farces were played by the scholars,
East Orange, N. J.
Yard and residence, Gleason and
The Government boat Zizania was taking there the artesian well drillinte followed by a box social from which
Roxbury streets, directly back of the
at the wharf Thursday and Friday machinery which has been in use on nearly $3.00 was taken to be used in
the League.
with supplies for the different stations. White Head.
High School building.
Lillian Maddocks celebrated her sev
Mrs. Harold Whitehouse and daugh
Frank Wall and family motored to
enth
birthday
on
Friday
by
giving
a
ter are visiting Mrs. Maynard Brack Port Clyde Sunday with his daughter,
W. J. ROBERTSON
The above fitlbpate advertisement appears in four color* on the mside bark cover of
Mrs. Cleveland Harvey and family of party to her little friends.
The Literary Difest for Novamber 5.1921
ett.
CARPENTER
BUILDER
Mrs.
J.
M.
Farrow,
who
has
spent
A sun parlor has been added to the Rockland.
Tel. 26-4.
Thomaston, Me.
the
sumfner
in
Camden,
has
returned
Robinson residence on Lighthouse Hill.
Mrs. H. A. Harris of Somerville wa
106-tf
Work has also been done on the Hutch in Portland a few days last week and and is with her parents, Mr. and Mrs,
while there she called on Mrs. Peleg E. A. Tolman.
ins house.
Mrs. Ames of Cushing is in town Bradford, nee Marjorie RacktlfT.
caring for Mrs. George E. Smith, who
The Community Circle met with Mrs
T. L. Maker Wednesday and a picnic
is ill.
Walter Tibbetts and family returned dinner was enjoyed.
Friday from Linekin.
Mrs. David Mann entertained the
Charles Field was in Boothbay Har Smart Set Thursday evening.
3 Auto Trucks for moving
bor and Bath last week.
and long distance hauling of
Mrs. Elva Moody was in Boothbay
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Harbor Thursday.
all kinds.

MR. APPLE GROWER:

YOU RAISED YOUR APPLES IN MAINE,

Colds Become
<Serious

WHERE ARE YOU GOING TO INVEST

YOUR APPLE MONEY?*

Cures Within
24 Hours

Maine trees grown on Maine soil made possible
your profitable apple crop.

Are you going to invest this money to build up
some other state?

Or are you going to invest it ip Maine water
powers-to develop your home state and bring indus
tries here.

Send the coupon and find out how your invest
ment money can be put to work to build Maine and
to earn you 61-2 per cent net.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for
zxugusta. A|7.00a. tn.. 17.30 a. m.. tl.45p m.
Bangor. A57.OOa. tn , 17.30 a in . fl.45 p tn.
Bath, A{7.00 a. tn.. 17.30 a. m.. tl.45 p m.;
Af4.30p.in.
Boston . A{7.00u. in.. 17.30 a. m . 11.45 p tn
Brunswick. A f 7.00 a ui.. 17.30 a. tn.. 11.45 p in
Lewiston. A 17.00a.m.. 17.30 a. in., tl.45p. in
New York .11.15 p. in.
Poitland. A $7.00 a. tn.. 17.30 a. m . tl 45p tn.
Waterville. A f 7.00 a. tn . t7 30 a nt . tl.45 p.m.
Woolwich. {7.00 a. in., 17 30 a. tu . 11.45 p ni .
{1.30 p. ni.
t Daily, except Sunday
{ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.

D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
9-23-21 V. P. & C.ep,'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
FALL SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST

Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 8 p rn , for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5 p in.
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a m., Camden 5 43 a. ni , Bel
fast 7 15 a. in., Bucksport 9 a. in.. Winterport
9.30 a in., due Bangor 10 a m
Leave Bangor Tuesdays. Thursdays and Sat
urdays at 2 p m, W riterport 2.45 p rn.,
‘ Bucksport 3.30 p. ni., Belfast 5 p m , Camden
,6 15 p. nt , Rockland S p nt., due Boston fol
lowing morning about 7 a. in.
MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
Bar Harbor Line—Dluehill Line
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a. m. for Bar Harbor, Bluebill
and way landings
Return—Leave Bar Harbor 1 p. m., Bluehlll
12.30 p. in , Tuesdays, Thursdays and SaturI days for Rockland and way landings.,
At Boston connection is made with the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
: New York via the Cape Cod Canal.
F 8. SHERMAN. Supt li S SHERMAN, Agt.
Rockland
Rockland

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
SWAN'S ISLAND

AUGUSTA, MAINE

The price of our 7 per cent

Preferred Stock is

$107.50 a share.

your ceilings

(JPSONaOARD

CEDAR SHINGLES

W. H. GLOVER CO.

A

MOVING

The Man Who

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Advertises

You Know What You Are Doing.

As a preventive as well as curative medi
cine, Hood's Sarsaparilla Is pre-eminent—lta
great merit Is fully established—adv.

WHEN IN BOSTON—Every lane of Th«
Crurler-GaneUn to oo sale by the Old South
Noire Co., Wiehlngton St. opposite foot ot
School. Cell around end gel • copy of the
tt-tf

Other People May Not
Tell Them Through an Advertise*
ment In This Paper.

We move you anywhere in
New England.
You save
Crating, Time and Money.

H. H. STOVER CO.
Tol. 219.

Union St, ROCKLAND
130-tf

Wisely

Advertises Well

Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on

any business day during office hours.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

Winter Arrangement

(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 1.30 P. M. MONDAY, OCT. 3IST.
1921

Leaves Swan’s Islard dally except Sundays
at 5.30 A M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M., for
Vinalhaven, Njrtb. Hr.vcc, Stonington, and
Swan’s Island.
W. S. WHITE,
General Manager

STEAMER CASTINE
will resume Winter Service on the
Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast
line
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
and will run as follows, wind and
weather permitting:
Leave Camden at 8 o’clock a. m. or on
arrival of electric ear from Rockland. Leave
West Islesboro at 9 10 a. in, arriving Belfast
10.10 a. tn
Returning—Leave Belfast I 30 p in. for
above landings, arriving Camden at 3 45 p tn
This boat makes connection at Belfast with
noon train fur Bangor, also with Steamer Goldenroll for Castine and West Brooksville anil
stages for Searsport and all other towns out
side of Belfast.
Come and enjoy our warm cabins. Fare $1 25
to Belfast.
COOMBS BROS.. MANAGERS... .129tf

FLORIDA
BY SEA
Two Sailings Weekly
Tuesdays and Saturdays, 3 P. M.

Boston to Savannah
First Class Passenger Fares, Boston

,.JLb w.n; $36.65 ’ft? $67.24
To St. Petersburg

To Jacksonville

% $51.28
W $95.25

$42.82
’ft;d $78.33

Including meals and stateroom
accommodations

War Tax** additional

Pier 42. Hoosac Tunnel Docks,Boston

Tu Th 126tf
STATE OF MAINE

COUNTY OF KNOX. SS.
To the Honorable Justice of Hie Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
within and for said County of Knox, on the
second Tuesday of January, A. I> 1922.
Leland F Hawkins, of St. George, in said
County of Knox, respect fully represents and
{fives this Honorable Court to be Informed that
he is the lawful husband of Margaret V Haw
kins. now or formerly of Everett, in the Coun
ty of Middlesex and Commonwealth of Massa
chusetts, but whose exact whereabouts at the
time of signing this libel are unknown to your
said libellant; that he was lawfully married
to said Margaret V. Hawkins, whose maiden
name was Margaret V. Green, at said Rock
land .on the fourth day of June, A I) 1920.
by ltev Willard L. Pratt, an ordained minister
of the gospel, duly authorized to solemnize
marriages In said state; that they never co
habited and lived together as husband and
wife from the date of their marriage up to the
date of this libel, though your said libellant,
who was at the time of said marriage employed
at Long Cove, ip said town of St George,
offered to provide a good and sufficient home
for her with him, In said St. George, but his
said wife refused to live with him In said St.
George and left the state; that your said libel
lant has always conducted himself towards his
said wife as a faithful, true and affectionate
husband, but that said Margaret V. Hawkins,
unmindful of her marriage covenants and vows,
has been guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
towards your said libellant and has been guilty
of the crime of adultery with divers persons to
your libellant known and unknown; that the
present residence of Margaret V. Hawkins is
n<jt known to your said libellant and cannot
be ascertained by reasonable diligence; that
there is no collusion between your libellant and
the said Margaret V. Hawkins to procure a
divorce
Wherefore he prays that the bonds of mat
rimony now existing between him and his said
wife may be dissolved by divorce and that such
further orders and decrees may be made as
may seem just and right to this Honorable
Court.
LELAND F. HAWKINS.
Rockland, Maine, October 20, 1921.
STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF KNOX, SS

Subscribed and sworn to this twentieth day
of October. 1921.
Bel ’i«- me,

(LS )

FRANK II INGRAHAM,
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE

KNOX. SS
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court, in Vaca
tion.
Rockland, October 20, A. 1) 1921
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered. That the
Libellant give notice to said Margaret V Haw
kins, to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Court, to. he holden at Rockland, within and
for the County of Knox, on the second Tues
day of January, A D 1922, by publishing an
attested copy of said Libel, and this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Cou
rier- Gazette, a newspaper printed in Rockland,
in our County of Knox, and in the Maldeu
Evening News, a newspaper printed in Malden,
in the County of Middlesex and Common
wealth of Massachusetts, the last publication
in each newspaper to be thirty days at least
prior to said second Tuesday of January, 1922,
that she may there and then in our said court
appear and show cause, if any she have, why
the prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted
(LS)
ALBERT M. SPEAR,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
thereon.
Attest:
MILTON M GRIFFIN, Clerk.
12CT132

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
COMPLF7E DRUG AMO SUNDRY
LINE. SPFCIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main St. Rockland.
W. A. JOHNSTON. RE6. P..C.

Mb.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 1, 1921,
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who cares for the success of the right
sort of citizenship should make this
a great occasion.
Masonic hail was well filled Friday
evening by members of Henry Knox
Chapter and their guests, the occasion
being the annual installation of of
ficers. A musical program was en
joyed. consisting of mandolin and
piano duets and selections by a male
quartet. Refreshments of ice cream and
assorted cake and cookies were served.
The following officers were installed
in -a very creditable manner by Wil
liam C. Lenfest as G, II. P., assisted by
Ex. Companion Wilbur M. Wilson as
G. C. of H. and by Ex. Companion Ed
ward O'B. Burgess as G. Chaplain:
William B. Matthews, II. P.; Hollie
Harrington, K.: George A. Moore,
scribe: Robert W. Walsh, treasurer;
Harold A. Gleason, secretary; Wil
liam C. I-enfest, chaplain; Harrison
W. Whitehill, C. of H.; Henry 11.
Bucklin, P. S.; Frank A. Beverage.
R. A. C.; Samuel H. Reed. M. 3d V.;
Robert G. Blake, M. 2d V.: Bowdoin
A. Lermond, M. 1st V.; Stanley R.
Cushing, S. S.; Maynard J. Brazier.
J. S.; George W. Dowlin, sentinel.

Mrs. Mary Dickey was the mi cs-t
lost Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. A. 8.
Atkins in Rockland.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Swift was made merry last Wednes
day when about 20 members of High
land Orange came to spend the even
ing with rheir newly wedded members,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Morse.
Shortly
after their marriage In September the
members gave the couple a real oldfashioned serenade followed by an auto
ride.
They departed promising to
come again later which promise wns
fulfilled. The evening was spent in
story-telling, games, singing and se
lections on the Victrola. The Orange
presented Mr. and Mrs. Morse with a
very handsome chair which they prize
very highly. They departed wishing
the young couple many'happy years to
enjoy the many gifts they have re
ceived.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Hunt and chil
dren Ruth and Ralph of Camden and
Mrs. Ralph l’earse ol’ Hope were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Swift Friday.
A very pleasant and profitable com
munity-planning meeting was held at
CAMDEN
the home of Walter Swift Wednesday
evening. All seemed much interested
The Friday Club will meet with
in the work of the Farm Bureau as Miss Charlotte Amesbury at the home
plannned by the County Agent Ralph
of Mrs. Emetine Halford Friday at 2
Wentworth.
Rev. and Mrs. D. P. Pelley and son o'clock.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will meet
Lincoln have returned from a short
in the church parlors Wednesday
visit In Pittsfield.
L. E. Smith of Grand Rapids, Mich., afternoon.
The St. Thomas Guild will meet In
president of the Valley City Miling Co.
Grand Rapids, has been a recent guest the parish room Wednesday after
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. E. noon.
The annual meeting of the Congre
Frye. Mr. Frye who is in the employ
gational parish will be held Wednesof tlie Valley City Milling Co., has just
returned from a three weeks’* trip lay evening at 7.30, followed by a
through Vermont and New Hampshire. meeting of the church proprietors at
Miss Alice Stearns returned to 3.30.
The football game on Saturday be
Camden .Saturday after spending a
few days in town, guest of Mrs. Levi tween Lincoln Academy and Camden
ended in a score of 27-0 in favor of
Seavey.
Mr. and Mrs. William Elvin, who the latter.
Seaside Chapter. O. E. S. is to he
have heen spending a week with Mr.
mid Mrs. B. F. Frye, motored Saturday entertained by Harbor Light Chapter
this evening when inspection will be
to their home in Lowell.
Mrs. William K. Bunker motored to held of the latter.
The Department President, Mrs.
Boston Sunday for a few days visit.
.Miss Cora Fogarty returned Sunday Isabel Littlefield of Portland and De
to her home in Cushing after spending partment Inspector, Mrs. Ida Moore
of Auburn, will make their official
the week with Mrs. Ia*vI Seavey.
Mrs. Stanley Cushing has returned visit to Joel Keyes Grant Circle,
from Portland where she has been Ladies' of the G. A. IL. Wednesday
evening.
Supper will be served at 6
spending several weeks.
The teachers of the town schools o'clock, fnilow.il by a special meeting
returned Friday and Saturday from (or inspection at 7.30.
Mrs. C. I. Lincoln and party left
Portland where they have heen at
tending the convention the past week. Monday on an auto trip to Canada.
Mrs. Robert Remington of Fall
The convention this year offered an
unusual number of attractions and River. Mass., is rhe guest of her
proved to be a rare treat to the 4.700 mother, Mrs J. F. Tobin and sisters,
Mrs. M. B. Reid, Mrs. J. D. Dickens
teachers who registered.
and Mrs. C. F. Knowlton.
« V * •
Mr and Mrs. Joel Femald enter
Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Miss Nellie Gar
diner, and Mrs. John Creighton re tained, over the weekend. Rev. Alex
turned Saturday from a week's stay ander Henderson of Waterville, who
was the speaker at the Baptist and
in Portland.
The meeting of the Parent-Teachers' Congregational churches Sunday after
Association has heen postponed until noon and evening.
Mrs. Alice Gordon and uncle, Jeruel
Nov. 11.
Miss Anna French spent last week Hart of Warren, were guests of Mrs.
J. C. Fish Sunday.
in Portland.
Today the steamer Castine starts on
The Ladies' Circle of the Baptist
church will hold an ail day session in her winter schedule of daily trips be
t'te vestry Wednesday. Box lunch at tween Camden and Belfast, landing at
West Isleshoro each way. The steamer
noon.
Grace Chapter O. E. S„ is invited to has been hauled up for a month and
meet with Ivy Chapter, Warren. Friday mt into first-class condition for the
evening, Nov. 4. Supper at 6 o'clock. winter business. The boat makes
Members will leave on 5.15 car from -onneetion at Belfast with train for
fiangor, and boat for Castine and
.waiting room.
Brooksville.
Mrs. James Creighton left this after
• ♦ * ♦
noon for New York, where she will
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Gill return from
spend the winter.
James A. Creighton of Steelton, Boston today, where they have been
Pa., is visiting his parents, Mr. and guests for the past two weeks of their
sons W. E. Gill of West New-ton, H. C.
Mrs. C. A. Creighton.
Miss Rita York and Miss Hattie Gill of Malden, and daughter Mrs^G. F,
Hupper have heen spending the past Blood.
Mrs. Oscar French who has been
week with friends in Rockland.
Don't forget the dance at the East visiting friends in Jamaica Plain for
Warren Grange hall next Friday the past ten days, has returned home.
Mrs. Robert Coates is in Boston,
. night.
Ralph and Ray Thorndike and Ran where she is visiting her sister.
Mrs. George W. Aehorn and brother
dall Jones returned Friday from a
gunning trip, each bringing hack a Henry Storer are in Boston on a busi
ness trip.
doe.
Miss M. H. Fuller, manager of the
Mrs. T. W. Pease returned Friday
from a two weeks' visit with relatives George Burd Shoe Co„ and Miss Har
net Gill, pass every weekend at their
in Richmond.
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church cottage at Megunticook Lake. Miss
will mept jut the vestry Wednesday. Fuller is also caretaker of the fine cot
Picnic dinner will he served at noon. tage of Rev. C. Guy Robbins. Recent
ly. she discovered that four couples
There is knotting to be done.
ilr.q. Babb, who has been visiting had entered wirh a key. and were
her sister, Miss Hattie Boardman, re enjoying a sumptous lunch. They
turned Saturday to her home in were permitted to finish, but notified
not to let it happen again.
Machias.
Miss Harriet Gill leaves for Boston
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
will hold a rummage sale and fair this week on her annual four weeks'
Dec. 7. Dec. 8 a chicken pie supper vacation, the greater portion of which
will be passed with relatives.
will he served.
E. B. Richards has just completed
At 7.00 Wednesday in the Methodist
church, a great subject and a gTeat extensive improvements upon liis resi
speaker will meet you. You must not dence on Maple street.
fi^il to hear Dr. George Morrow's great
lecture- on "America's Opportunity at ~The firm of Bowes & Crozier, Under
Home and Overseas.’’ A most timely takers of Rockland, have opened
presentation of a vital theme. Dr. branch office and funeral parlors on
Morrow is one of America’s foremost Commercial street in Rockport. Mr.
orators and we are fortunate to have Bowes and Mrs. Crozier are both
the opportunity to hear h-im. Get graduates of the Barnes School of
your friends to come. Every citizen New York and licensed embalmers
Their equipment and their rolling
stock is as good as any firm in Maine.
An ambulance will always be kept In
readiness for a hurry call at the Rock
THOMASTON, ME.
port branch and also at Rockland
They take th’is way of informing the
Beautiful new line of Stamped public of their new branch as their
Goods for ombroidery. A full line prices, services and quality of good
are their only way of advertising.
of Toys and Gifts,
Watch the Cotton market. Cot A licensed embalmer will he in charge
ton is advancing. Now is the time of the new branch and also the home
to get Outings and all Cotton Goods. office in Rockland. Calls for the ser
vices of either one or both of the firm
And Blankets—say, If you got will be promptly attended to.
used to a pair of our Blankets, then
The phone call for the Rockport
should happen to die and go where branch is Camden 232 and Rockland
the worm dieth not and the fire de office 682.—adv.
partment is ineffectual, you would
miss these blankets. There is that
CAMDEN BOY LANDS
much difference in the warmth.
Gordon Hose, cotton, silks and
The nomination of Roy C. Handley
sport hose.
as secretary of the new Auburn Y. M
Forest Mills Underwear.
C. A., was confirmed by the committee
Edison Diamond Disc Phonographs Wednesday. Mr. Handley will assum
and Records. I advise you to see liis new duties today. He has heen
Y. M. C. A. secretary of Androscoggin
me before you buy an Edison.
county for the last two years, in which
Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.
he has shown unmistakably his ability
Circulating Library—alt the new
as an organizer and it leader of boys
books
His home was originally in Camden
'He graduated from tile Y. M. C. A
college in Springfield, Mass., in 1917
PILLSBURY STUDIO
He next went into Y. M. C. A. work in
Your Photograph will solve the the U. S. army and was stationed
problem “What shall I give this El Paso, Tex., Alberquerque, N. M
Christmas?”
Syracuse. N. Y., Camp Mills and
Of course you will have your pic Hampstead, I.. 1. In December of 1917
ture taken this year. Yourself— he went in the army and saw ten
active service Overseas
“just as you are” speaking from the month's
portrait—what better gift; what After his discharge lie again took up
better time? Even today is not too tile work for tie had received especial
early to arrange for a sitting. Later training, reported to the Y. M. C.
a hundred and one things may inter committee in this State, and was as
fere if you put it off. There's no signed to Androscoggin county.
gift like a portrait—nothing so per
Every issue of The Courler-Oazette
sonal and so sure to please. Sittings
made Sundays and evenings by ap carries the home news of Knox county
pointment.
I am equipped with to every State lu the Union and to
Eastman's latest apparatus for
making photographs at night. Equal m»nv foreign lends
to daylight.
ENGRAVED CAROS—CHI at thu office aud
examine stylos If you slresdy have a plate
PHONE, 33-11
orlog it In sud let us print you cards in latest
TUB GnUBIER-GAZETTS
l-tf

Pillsbury Dry 6oods Co.

Every-Other-DaJ

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
EF DtY PON’ STOP TALKIN’

gOUT

PE

HOL'-UP

MEN

S1TTIN’ SO MUCH MONEY
OFFEN FOLKS, FUS'THING
DEY KNOWS DESE HEAH
COLLECTUHS GWINE GIT

..w

KUALTR4

EYERYBQDY’S MMH

Good News for Dyspectics
FWe have some good news for you. There has been found a remedy that brings
immediate relief to all dyspeptics and persons troubled with stomach disorders,
such as sour stomach, sick headache, dizziness, indigestion, etc.—PRIEST’S IN
DIGESTION POWDER. Large sized bottles, $1.50; regular sized bottles, 50c—
by mail, $1.56, 52c. Samples sent free to any address.

Lost and Found.
LOST—Thirty dollars—two bills—<20 and
<10. Flndrr will be liberally rewarded. THIS
OFFICE.
129*101

LOST—Twn weeks a<o, black and white ti
ger kitten with crook in end of tall. WEN
DELL THORNTON.
129*131
LOST—Scotch
Thursday night.
County Road.

Bought at alt drug stores 25c, or sent
direct, price 26 cents a bottle.

Use PRIEST'S REGULATORS. In Ideal Tonic Laxative

Collie Dog.
Missing since
Notify H. II. FARROW,, Obi
128-131

Wanted
WANTED—Woman for housework No wash
Ing. Apply after 5 o'clock at MRS F. n.
HEALEY'S. 186 No Main Street,
129*131

PRIEST’S PHARMACY, Bangor, Me.
Please send me free sample of PRIEST’S INDIGESTION
POWDER, and I will give it a trial.

WANTED—Position as bookkeeper and sen
eral office work or sales girl. Can sice ref
erences.
I29tf

WANTE0—2 unfurnished rooms for light
housekeeping, centrally located. Tel 22-1.
129-131

Name............................... Address................................

WANTE0—Position for a good Housekeeper,
in small family for the winter
Have good
references. Apply to MRS. E D. Cl'RTIS. Tel.
189-11, Camden.
129*131

NEPONSET SALE
Ceeyngftt. 1921 by McClure

SynOcatt.

A QUALITY FLOOR COVERING at EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICE

• Community's Archives ;
"Can you tell me the dale tlie Ba|ttist church burned—1 mean, of course,
the famous tire that all the old inhab
itants talk about?"
The librarian looked up from iter
work. "No, 1 can't tell you the ex
act date, hut I think 1 can find it for
you quickly, for we have tlie files uf
■ he local paper since it was started.
My impression is that tlie fire—the big
fire, as they call it—was about 1873,
aud it « on't be a very long job to look
it up.”
She went to the stacks in the rear
of the library, pulled out a dusty
bound volume marked "Herald. 1873."
ant! spread It open on the table. “Ah,
ltere It is.” she said, after a minute
spent in turning over the yellow leaves.
The person who had inquired for
the date, a member of the woman's
club of the town, sat down and read
tfle article. "Thia gives uie exactly
the information 1 wanted,” she said.
T thought it would,” said the libra
rian. ”1 fear most people do not ap
preciate how valuable is the local
newspaper from the viewpoint of Io•cal history. In fact. It seems to me
that it Is about our only source. Only
when an event gets into print is it.
officially recorded and filed for refer-'
'ence.
Flimsy as It Is, the printed
word of today is the counterpart of
the ancient stone Inscriptions that give
us our records of a long-ago yesterday,
il consider the bound volumes of our
local papers perhaps the most valu
‘able possession of this library.”
There's at least one librarian who
la giving “Subscribe for Yonr Home
Town Paper Week.” which will be ob
served November 7-12, the most hearty
backing she can give.

OLD HOME TOWN PAPER
TO HAVE A WEEK
Nation Wide Campaign Launched for*
November 7-12—Place in Commu
nity.Life Emphasized.
November 7-12 has been set as "Sub
scribe for Your Home Town Paper
Week,” and this newspaper, together
with the thousands of country news
papers the United States over—there
are not far from 15.000 of them, week
lies and small dailies—la to partlcl-'
pate.
The purpose of the campaign is not
only to induce residents of the small
^communities and the home town folks
who are far from their native heath
to subscribe for the home paper, butalso to emphasize the important place
.the home newspaper plays in the life
of Its community.
This campaign has the hearty sup
port and co-operation not only of the
newspapers but thousands of minis
ters and school principals, and many
atate agricultural colleges and farm
and home burehu organizations.
Some persons, it is pointed out, have
been inclined to belittle the place and
function of the country newspaper.
They have not realized that in reality
the home pnpef is a community insti
tutlon and that it enables the other
Institutions, such as the church aud
the school and all the rest to function
better and more effectively. That it Is
‘a necessity If the town Is to advance.
During the time between now aud
“Home Town Paper Week,” Noveiu
her 7-12, this newspaper in Its col
.umns will have much to say about the
Home Town Paper—not this newspa
per In particular, but the home town
paper the nation over, the home town
newspaper as a real aud distinctive
factor in American life.

A Messenger to Garcia.
, The local newspaper is the mes
senger to Garcia for your town. It
'goes out to tlie world as au advertise
ment for the community. To be a good
advertisement it must be a good news.paper. To be a good newspaper It
must have the support of tho people
,of the community In the way of sub
scriptions and advertising. Are you
doing your part toward making your
paper a good arvertlsemeut for this
community, one that will carry the kind
of a message tlie people of the com
munity wish curried to ’he world?

WANTED—ft R. I. Red or White Wyandottes,
early hatched pullets. H. D. CR1K. 233 Broad
way.
129*131
WANTED—Capable woman ot girl Must he
good cook No washing or Ironing Good wa
ges to competent peraon. Apply MRS. H 11
STOVER. Ill Limerock Street, Bockland.
129-131
WANTED —Nour good carpenters for Inside
finish work
Call DAVIS, phone 481. working
hours. Evenings 773-W.
127*129

WAITED—Small Planer and other machittery.
A. WHITMORE. North Haven, Me
127*119
WANTED—Men or women to toko orders
among friends and neighbors for the genuine
guaranteed hosiery, full lino for men, women
and children.
Eliminates darning. We pay
.5c an hour ipare time, or <36 80 a week Tor
full time Experience unnecessary. Write INTERNATIONAL STOCKING MILLS. Norris
town, Pa.
r.gTtf

^WATCH XT "WE_______

WANTED All kinds of antique furniture,
china and hooked rugs. Cash paid
c M
BLAKE'S WALL PAPER STORE. 662 Malli
Slr<'«
12.-tf

WANTED—35 shaggy cats and klttona, male
JOHN H.
KAM.KTT. Rockville.t. Me ToL <51-14. lilf

——ewuaeasv. UlfUimt
S'lfhoot price* paid.

Stonington Furniture Co.,

l.

Marcus

Rockland, Maine

18 School St., opp. Post Office
ALL GOODS DELIVERED FREE WITH OUR TRUCK

SUFFER WHILE ON SHIPBOARD

Sir George Trevelyan tells of cross
ing the English channel once in bad
weather and that during the whole
passage his companion stood on deck
slowly reciting poetry with emphasis
and gesticulation.
Hia companion
had explained that this singular prac
tice had been recommended to him as
a preventive against seasickness.
When they readied France tie told
Trevelyan that he had nearly got to
the end of his English poetry, and if
the crossing liatl heen longer he would
have had to begin on other languages.
Darwin suffered terribly front seasick
ness during tlie whole of his early
voyage on the Beagle, and never quite I
recovered from the evil effects of this
experience.
His had health during
the rest of his life has been attributed
to tlie shocks thus caused to his con
stitution.
Another distinguished victim of sea
sickness was General Gordon. Dur
ing a voyage to Capetown from Mau
ritius In 1882 he described his suffer
ing and misery as "far more severe
than he had ever during his lifetime
experienced, either at home or
abroad.” Very often he repeated his
determination to go on shore at the
very first port the vessel reached, and
one morning, after a sleepless night
of sickness, he called tlie captain to
the side of his berth, and offered him
£50 if lie would make for land with
all possible speed.

HOME COOKING—Orders taken for cook
ing. making a specialty of Doughnuts. C. E
RISING, 7 Purchase Street. Tel. 53M.
.
127-129

HameTownfeper
$feek_

ROCKLAND’S SHOW PLACE—Early Am.rl
can Furniture and Antique*. Tour vtalt p
Maine la not complete unlesa you upend a
least two hours in thia new shop. Bulldlni
40x66—three floora full to overflowing witl
antiques
COBB A DAVIS. IIS North Mall
Street. (Call Mr. Darla at rullei^Cobh-Davla
Department Store
gg.tf
Rockland Hair Store, 331 Maia St
HELEN C. RHODES

dera solicited

November F-12

WANTED

WANTED

Workers experienced in knitting

GIRLS AND YOUNG
WOMEN
Wm. Knowlton & Sons, Mfrs., want
girls to learn to sew and trim ladies'
and children’s hats at their plants
in West Upton, Mass. Good pay
and excellent opportunity for am
bitious girls. For further informa
tion communicate at once with

DIP NETS or CAST NETS

Apply to our nearest agent or to

AM. NET & TWINE CO.
Cambridge, Mass.

PERCY A. CLARKE
427 Main Street - - - ROCKLAND

125SM31

Mall 01
tg-tf

For Sale
FOR SALE—Two horses, good cow. heifer
9 three-months old pigse. about 80 pullets |
pig. some haj. H. G. HOVI. Route 1. »x>x 65
Union.
129*131
FOR SALE- Two automobiles—Maxwell ami
Overland. Must lie Hold at once. Big bar
gains. G. C. LEWIS. East Friendship. Me.

129*13
FOR SALE—Another 1920 Ford Touring Ca
in food shape; also 1 double runner pung,
sleighs and a single runner pung at bargain
P L HAVENER., phone 226-M or C95-5 |*9i

li«hI
IRELAND, Thomaston.

cheap. A 1
129-131

FOR SALE—A 25-foot*sloop with 2V. h t
Knox engine. E. N. SYLVESTER, 23' Ceda
■Street. Bockland. Tel. 612-W.
129-131

FOR
Glenwood aail£C
range .No. 8 In goo
7. . SALE—'■ixunwusi
condition
10 CEDAR STREET.
. ............
.............................
........
128*131
I
■1. <

.Hayrack, jirger and dump carl
WILL?. Bockland. Tel. 158-M. 128*13

PIPE. FITTINGS AND VALVES-We lu
a large stock from % io 6 inches It will r
you io enquire here before buying c-lsewhei
LIVINGSTON MFG. CO., Lime Strert, Chy

FOR SALE—50 canary birds, most all yellow
A
1,enial^9 <100
MRS RUFUS
SHIBLF.S, Rockport. Tel. 33-5 Camden
,
128*130
IRON and STEEL—We have a large stock
Norway and Refined Iron, Angle Iron, T lr<
Tool Steel. Cold Rolled and Machine Steel et
at reasonable prices. LIVINGSTON MFC.’ Cl
Lime Street, City.
uu.d.

WANTED

MYSTERY FOR MANY YEARS

500 Barrels of Cider Apples

Fascination in Stones Told of tha
“Lost” Son of the Unfortunate
Marie Antoinette.

75 Cents at

One of the several personages who
cropped up to claim the French
throne as the lost dauphin after the
guillotining of Louis XVI and Marie
Antoinette, was au American, one
Eleozor Williams, a missionary among
the Indians.
Williams produced alleged evidence
showing that he Itad been brought
from France as a child of 10 years
and placed in ilte keeping of an Indian
lialfhreed at Ticonderoga, N. Y.
The American "dauphin" never at
tempted to gain official recognition,
hut his followers put out a flood of
literature.
Several new hooks on
Williams and his claims have been
published quite recently.
,
Tlie question of tlie lost dauphir.
has Itad France guessing for more
than 100 years, or from that day in
1705 when tlie mutilated body of a
boy, 10. ostensibly the dauphin, was
taken from the Temple prison in
Paris. But half of France refused
to believe. So every so often, in after
years, when a claimant arose styling
himself tlie iteir to tlie throne, there
were always plenty to welcome ldm.
There are salt} to have been about 40
“lost dauphins" In the 50 years fol
lowing the death of Louts and Marie
Antoinette.

Miscellaneous
NOTICE-—ThlR is to notify ail persons tha
my wife. Josie L. Curtis has left my bed an<
board without just cause, as I forbid all per
sons harboring or trusting her after this date
as I shall pay no bills FRANCIS A CURTIS
Rockland, Oct. 27, 1921.
128* 1X3
NOTICE—This is to notify ail persons that
from this date I give my boy, Alton McGraw,
his time,, and will pay no bills of his contract
ing or claim his wages. JAMES McC.RAW,
Rockland. Me.. Oct. 26, 1921
127*129

Subscribe

Many People Really in Agony During
Trip Made on Comparatively
Calm Waters.

STILSON WRENCHES—We are selling Si
son Wrenches and Repair Parts at rtew f
prices. L1VINCRTON MFG. CO, Lime St re
r"’L
12711
FOR SALE—Russet and Bell Flower appli
<3.50 per -barrel
FREDM. BUTLI
------ delivered.
- -------- -------------

SIMONTON’S CIDER MILL
West Rockport
127-129

Warren. Me
124-tl
FOR 8ALE—Strip ef land running rw—t ,
town road to Georgea river. Beautiful lo<
lot
don for aummer cottage. Boat!
b«thing facllitlea. Inquire
TORREY, Tenant’s Harbor
»»•«
FOR SALE—Two flve passenger cam, chai
and In perfect running condition. Good tit
P D. STARRETT, Warren, Me.
l»|-ti
FDR SALF—Aux. aloop boat in damaged c
dltlon caused by Are, a good buy for man a
b0*‘
hiuutlf. Inquire A.
BIRD CO. 4 Camden 8t„ Bockland, Ma
lit

Scratch Feed

FOB SALE—The Nelaon rum nt Ngrtfcm
25 aereu and • acren of young growth: nu
of wood.
Splendid altuatton for • amai
f.'m" MeA<Ub*“ D,c,™Y-DrowWOl’ CO t «

Poultry Feed

mill wood, hard wood llmba, and Oreplaca u
delivered. T. J. CARROLL, riddance ’
Warren; P. O. Thomaaton. Tai. Boekh

FOR BALE—Long and fltted hard wood, fl

w-

2*3-21

Mash
Hay Presses
Write for Catalog

Ice Tools

etc

Kendall & Whitney

FOR SALE—50 high bred R. I. Red cockerels ;
price <1.50, <3 08. <5 00. <8.00 per hlrt• •
tnontha old. C. E - WARD, South Thomaston.
”»
117-141

To Let
TO LET—4 rooms for light housekeei
with modern conveniences. Apply at this

Bee-________

TO LET—Furnished rooms at 33 Llmei
Street. MARY W10GIN SPEAR.
129-li
TO LET—Garage at low price, central, ro<
Inquire of W. P. BURPEE, 4d Park Stret
128*1;
„ Tp (-FT—ROOMS—Clean, Comfortable, Ste
Healed Ronma, 58, .75, <1.00 per day; <3
to <8.00 per week at the LINDSEY HOUSE.

Portland,Maine

127*

TO LET—Furnished rooms In house with m
»rn improvements. SUSAN SMITH, 53 Bn
Hlrwt124-121
TO LET—Three unfurnished rooms, sul
for light housekeeping.
Inquire 16 R
street, nr phone 741-M.
1*

Metal Drums

No more drying out

iXHFTS TOAT LAST

TO LET—Set of offices aver Cobh's,
nicely flnislied, large vault, healer inch
terms reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45 Mlddli
Tel. 665-2.
i2J
TO LET—Large furnished apartment, 6
every convenience, on Postofflce Squar
ADRIEL BIRD. Tel. 65.
1

W.P. STRONG

TO LET—Lodging

house

tenement

Mitchell store, corner Park and Main i
Ten rooms and bath, steam heated Api
E. B. MacALLISTEB. Bockland. Me.
11

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&Stf

TO LET—A modern flat with sun parch
living room, bedroom, bathroom, kitchenette'
breakfast room, electric lights, electric atove'
electric hot water heater, hot air furnace *
furnished with antique furniture. No 3 Grove
street. N. B. COBB or E. C. DAVIS 110-tf

TO LET—Somebody ia needing a u«u
rooms
Advertise yours In thia column
voii’ll get id application immediately
TO LET—STORAGE—liar fnroHure. atovea
and musical Instruments or anything that rw-

THIS PAPER IB THE BEST MBDIUM IN THE COUNTY TO US1

For Want Ads.

WANTEDc-Balsam Fir Twigs.
Farmer's
family and children can earn money culling
fir twigs for us
Steady work. Write BAL
SAM FIR CO. Worcester. Mass.
129*132

Rarrel

Half-Barrel Drum

Quarter-Barrel Drum

-I- THAT BELNO RESULTS -F
12225131

FOR SALE—Boots, Shoes, Clothing D
Musical
Instruments,
Furniture
Ca
Carpets, Quilts, Stoves, Etc. C T rb
610 Main Street, Rockland.
is

I veiy-Other-Day

Rockland Cburier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 1, 1921.

MICKIE SAYS

1h Social Circles
In addillwn to personal notes recording do- ‘
liartttres a*d arrivals, thin department especial- ,
Ij desists information of social happening,
parties, musicals, etc Notes sent by mail 01 (
telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE ........................................... 770
The livst ladies’ progressive auction
party of the season takes place at the
Country Club Thursday afternoon, be
ginning at 2.30. These occasions were
greatly enjoyed last year and it is
expected that they will be an equally
important feature of the club’s social
life this season. Members puriiosing
to be present should telephone the club
before Thursday for reservations.

tx

*

Subscribe io

nour mw
Nou'Rt luvtreo'.

Mrs. C. M. Walker, who has been
spending the summer with her daugh
ter, Mrs. II. ^3. Dill, in Hingham.
Mass., arrived yesterday for a fort
night’s visit with Mr, and Mrs. II. O.
Gurdy.

Miriam Sewing Circle Will meet with
Mrs. Maud Cables, 116 North Main
street, Thursday evening.

Mrs. Leantha Wilson of New Hamp
shire is in the city for a few days.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Spear of
West Meadow Road and Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Wyllle motored to Boothbay'
Harbor Sunday, where they spent tin
day willi Mr and Mrs. Jont. Gardner.;
The weather was all that equid be de- j
.sired and “Henry” never acted better.;

Mrs. Lucius York has returned home
from a few days’ stay in Boston and
Hevere, Mass.

Mrs. George Avery entertained at
Bright Days Cottage, Cooper's Beach,
last evening. A delicious supper was
served to these guests—Mrs. Gladys
Chisholm, Mrs. Kenneth Spear, Mrs.
Ralph Smith, Mrs. Karie Starrctt,,
Misses Elizabeth Donohue. Charlotte
Cross, Blanche Pease, Miss Georgia
Ouellette of Brunswick, the guest of
1 honor, Ruth Hunter and Mrs. George
Avery. The table decorations were
suggestive of Hallowe'en, the favors
being small baskets containing candy
and cards announcing the. engagement
of Miss Ruth C. Hunter and I. Aeel
Trueworthy.
F. W. Skinner of Portland was the
weekend gue-st of bis mother, Mrs
Edward C. McIntosh.
Mrs. Nettle Freeman will entertain
the Pythian Sisters Circle Wednesday
afternoon. In the evening the Sisters
will meet In K. of I*, hall for drill
work.

Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Jlcltae, Mr
and Mrs. E. C. Boody, Mr. and Mrs
B. It. Witham and Mr and Mrs. 1. N
Morgan leave Wednesday night for
Chesuncook (Red Brook) tor a tw>
weeks’ hunting trip, which will bf
made gypsy fashion in a big Reo truck
Home sport is expected.
Atwood Levensaler entertained IS of
bis young friends with a Halloweer
party at bis home on Masonic street
Saturday evening. They had a merrytime bobbing apples, pinning the tail
on an elusive eat, and doing other
stunts peculiar to this festive holiday.
Prize-winners were May- Johnston,
Evelyn Perry, Itiehard Bird, and Cedric
French.
The decorations were in
keeping with the occasion. Ices, cake,
candy and other delicacies were
served.

Miss Nellie Winslow left yesterday
for Boston and I*rovidence on a 10
days’ business trip in the interest of
the F. J. Simonton Co.
Mrs. G. L, Woodbury of Ipswich,
Mass., is the- guest of Iter sisters, Mrs.
W. A. Fifleld and Mrs. John Nutt.
Mrs. Woodbury Is also visiting-ffriends
in Camden.

hat when the 7 o’clock car stopped
m front of the bouse, between 35 and ■
10 persons silently trooped across the
street and entered the- back door, de-;
positing their packages on the kitchen
table. Mrs. Kalloch was speechless fori
a few minutes, the surprise being com
plete. for not even an inkling of what
bad been going on for nearly a week
had reached her ears. Refreshments;
were- served. During the evening Rev.
Mr. Browne presented Mrs. Kalloch
with a fountain pen. in behalf of tin
class. She responded in her own!
happy manm r. Mush- formed part of
the evening’s entertainment. Mrs. Annie
Simmons and Mrs. Browne each pre
siding at tlie piano. Mrs. Kalloch has1
taught the ladies’ Bible class for a
number of years, and as she leaves
soon to spend the winter with her
daughters in Massachusetts, she will
carry witli her tlie best of wishes fromthe members of the class lor a happy
winter and a safe return In the spring
to again take up her duties as teacher
of the class.

A. .1. Moody of George It. Hart’s
store, is enjoying a two weeks’ vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Moody leave today in ■
their Dodge ear for Warren, where Mr. j
From New York the ladies will go by Moody's parents reside. A portion of [
rail and the men will motor tile en the time will be devoted to hunting, ]
tire distance. In Philadelphia and and other Maine towns will be visited, j
Charlotte, N. C.. they will call on
friends, expecting to reach Palin Beach
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. N'ewbert, John i
in ten days.
Newbert. Mr. and Mrs. John Wadleigh
of Augusta and Mr. and Mrs. A. 1‘.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Greenlaw of Gray and George Newbert were guests
North llaven were- visitors in the city Bunday of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Newbert.
last week.
Howard E. Tarr gave a Haliowe’e,n i
Mrs. A. S. Littlefield, Mrs. W. II. party Monday evening at Mr. Tarr's '
Spear, Mrs. G. W. Baehelder and Mrs. summer cottage, Ingraham Hill—a very '
Elmer C Davis are to give a luncheon pleasant evening with games and re
and auction at the Thorndike Hotel freshments.
next Friday at 1 o’clock
Did you go to tlie Hallowe'en social
Miss Jane T. Fales, it former Roekuud at tlie Methodist vestry Friday even
girl, who has for some time filled with ing? It was one of the most success
.signal success .a position in the Teach ful parties given for some time. An
ers College of Columbia University, has I etlieient committee under tlie leader1yielded to repeated and remunerative I ship of D. S. Beach was in ebarge.
iflfers from the Carnegie Institute and | The vestry was attractively decorated
gone to Pittsburgh, where she- has a with autumn leaves, crepe paper fes
full professorship in that noted insti toons. yellow lights and the usual dis
tution
play of cornstalks, pumpkins, witches
and black cats. About 200 persons at Stephen Brault returned last Satur- tended. Entering the dimly lighted
iay from a business trip to New York. rooms and passing through the corri
dors, one couldn't help little shivers,
The women of the Congregational ns weird noises seemed to come from
church meet in the vestry Wednesday tlie very wails and corners where
afternoon at I o’clock to sew.
spooks and witches were crouching,
waiting to wave their magic wand.
The men ftdks have charge of the Music was furnished by a victrola. In
Universallst circle supper Wednesday one corner of the room was tlie fortvening.and this is the imposing array j tune teller's tent, in charge ot an
which will wear the "aperns”: Henry ; Egyptian Princess. At 7.30 the grand |
If Payson. Ralph B Loring, Asa’ P. i march was played and a strange pro-j
St Clair. Joseph J. Veazie, Fred C. i cession fell in line—ghosts, witches,
Black, Robert V. Stevenson, William i clowns, cats, etc., after which tliej
Williams and Charles A. Sylvester. I judges announced the w inners of prizes.!
They are very desirous that tin- ladies j The balloon game was the bit ot the
furnish for the supper, whether so I evening, causing much excitement and
licited or ttot. Rev. A. J. Torslcff will i enjoyment, other games following, and
deliver a brief address after supper on then the ghostly ghost story, told very I
the subject of "Baby Saving.” In the ! thrillingly by Miss Madeline Rogers, i
afternoon the women will meet at the ; while the room was lighted by owl and .
church to sew. and are urged to be I moon effect. Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Beach and her committee.
there early.

Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Wood of West
Mrs. Alfred Murray and son Wiliam
Gouldsboro were registered at the Bishop have gone to Boston, where j
Miss Lena Conary returned Satur Thorndike Hotel Friday and Saturday. they will spend the winter at Hotel I
day from Brookline, Mass., where she Mr. Wood came on business connected Grayln, 20 Charlesgute. west.
has been the guest of Mrs. L. H. with the Lime Company.
Silas McLoon and Miss Louise Me- i
Rhodes the past three weeks.
Miss Julia young returned Saturday’ Loon made an unexpected visit tit i
night
from
Portland,
where
she
has
the weekend witli their -grandmother,
Misses Helen Fifleld. Elizabeth
Knight. Alma Nutt, Amber Elwell, and been spending a few days with friends. Mrs. J. F. McLaughlin, Ocean street.
The young folks left their home in'
Erma Gamaehe gave a Halloween
Mrs. James Raymond and son Roger Portland Thursday at 10 o’clock for
.party Friday- evening at the home of
of
North
Haven
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
their camp a few miles from home, but
Mr. and Mrs. Knott Rankin. Cedar
street. The 13 boys and girls wore Mrs. Clarence Johnson of Dexter street changed their minds and decided to
last
week.
make Rockland Instead. They started
costumes bearing the Halloween sym
afoot, but were soon picked up by
bols and were masked. One young
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Franz
M.
Simmons
automobiles, and landed lu re at 3.30
Miss dressed in a male attire kept
the others guessing, but It proved to have returned to the city and opened that afternoon. They were taken
back to Portland by their uncle, A. C.
he only Helen, dressed in her brother’s their home at 9S Pleasant street.
hlclsfon, in his motor ear, feeling that
clothes. Refreshments were, served,
Last Friday evening 22 Mechanic it had been a jolly lark.
games were played, and the young
street was the ineeca of the Kalloch
people passed a delightful evening, and
Class of the First Baptist Sunday
went away with happy thoughts of
Mrs. Elizabeth Booth has closed her
Mrs. Rankin whose kindness had given school, the Occasion being the celebra cottage at Holiday Bench, and will spend
tion of Mrs. Kalloch’s birthday. Al
them so much pleasure and happiness.
though that event oceure-d on Oct. 31, the winter with her son, Walter W.
other
attractions made it necessary to Spaulding, in Matla.pan, Mass.
Mrs.
II. Howard returned from a
hold the party on the earlier date. It
visit in North Waldoboro yesterday.
Elino Crozier arrived Sunday from
was In the nature of a surprise, two or
three members of the class being de Oklahoma and lias entered the employ
F. W. Skinner of Freeport spent the
tailed to call to keep their victim at of Bowes & Crozier, undertakers.
weekend with Ills mother, Mrs. Edw.
borne, which they did in such a man
C. McIntosh, Prospect street.
ner as not to arouse.suspicion. Some
Miss Gweli Condon has been spend
walked, some went by auto, but the
A very pleasant evening was spent larger number went on -Hie car, all ing the week at cottage Kuni-suinpt the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin timing their arrival at such a time moor at Crescent Beach.
Witham when the 70th milestone in
It. C. Stewart who has been employed
Mr. Witham’s trail of life was cele
in Newport, Me., has Joined the Job
brated. with all of Ills children pres
CREPE AND BEADS
printing stuff at this office.
ent. The evening was one of jollity,
as is always the case when Uncle Ed.
Is concerned, and with refreshmnts too
“H. S. Athletic, Pier 12,” reads the
rich for some of those present to with
handsome illuminated sign hung out
stand with comfort afterward. Cards
from the Y. M. C. A. building on Limewere played, the first prize being won
rock street today It seems to locate
by Mr. Witham. Sr., (necktie), and
itlic berth of, the steamship Athletic
Grace Witham (towel). The conso
i which embarks on its winter’s cruise
'next Monday night with Cap't Roy L.
lation prize, twin dolls, were carried
off by Mr. and Mrs. B. II. Witham.
Knowlton in the pilot house.
The responsibility reposed too heavily
on their Inexperienced shoulders and
Bunkers ami other business nun
they donated the dolls to younger mem
held a meeting Friday and voted to use
bers of the family.
\ ;r best efforts to induce the Post
Oilier pepartment to establish a truck
mail service between Rockland anil
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Johnson visit
ed in Belmont last week.
Batli. Under lln; hoped for arrange
ment mails would arrive in Rockland
at S a. m. instead of 11.05, and mails
Mrs. Warren C. Noyes gave a Hal
could be sent out of Rockland at 1.30
lowe’en party to her music pupils at
p. m. instead of depending upon the
her home on Orange street last even
train which leaves at l.-tq p. in.
ing. 15 pupils and two other guests
being present. The house was very
The Boh Ott Company made its
prettily decorated, and sonic very at
’steenth invasion of Rockland yester
tractive costumes were in evidence.
A short musical program, games and
li appears that georgette crepe and day and is devoting -itself to the double
refreshments were the features of the seed beads were made for one anoth purpose of entertaining the patrons of
Park Theatre and having the best
evening
er, and it is useless Io try to keep possible, time in tlie great out dors.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Wilson of them apart. In the1 new blouses for Whether it is hunting, fishing, hiking,
West Palm Beach, Fla., are leaving fall and winter they show their tit- or what not. Bob Ott, Mary Ott,
this week in their ear after a summer ness for each other as set forth in the Matthew Ott, and all the Ones. Twos
at their cottage at Cooper’s Beach, model pictured here. Bemis in two and Threes are right there stron
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Berry. Mrs. Will- colors make a rich and very tuMeful And so they are on the stage, as all
will agree who saw the opening per
son’s parents, going, with them to embellishment for this blouse.
formance last night.
spend the winter in flic Sunny South.
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THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Nov. 3

Nov. 4

Nov. 5

Here are Bargains that emphasize the return

of the old time buying power of a dollar

OUR DOLLAR DAYS ARE THE TALK OF THE COUNTY
Unbleached Cotton
7 yards tor

GJ

—t0 in. wide, heavy weight, suitable for Sheets. Pillow Slips
and Under Garments.

Chambray Gingham
8 yards for
Gj
17x32
Fast Color, Pink, Blue, Levender, Tan and Green.

Huck Towels
8 for
Slightly imperfect, nothing to
hurt the wear.

Fast Black and Good Weight.

Ladies’ Handkerchiefs
1 2 for

$1

$1

Children’s Stockings
6 pairs for
Gj

Plain White Fine Mull with
hemstitched hem or woven
borders.

Men’s Handkerchiefs
4 pairs Children’s 39c fine Ribbed Hose, black,
white, brown...................
$1 .00
20 for
1
* Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas...................................... $1 .00 Plain white with hemstitched
8 yards 20c Crash............................................................ $1 .00 hems.
Ladies’ Robes, lace or hamburg trimmed................ $1 .00
Outing Flannel
Black and Colored Petticoats.........................................$1 .00
6 yards for
G? 1
1 $1.50 White Petticoats.................................................. $1 .00 Good firm quality and heavy V X
* 9 yards Unbleached Cotton, 36 inch......................... $1 .00 fI oec e d._____________________________
4 yards Endurance Cloth................................................ $1 .00
Bleached Cotton
5 yards Outing, 36 inch................................................ $1 .00
6 yards for
G? 1
All colors in Silk Poplins................................................ $1 .00 36 inch wide, fine quality, suitX
Val and Torchon Laces, 20 yards...............................$1 .00 able for underwear.
5 yards Silkalene ............................................................ $1 .00
10 Huck Towels, guest size.........................................$1 .00 Ladies’ Extra Size Flannelette
Robes
1
yards 64 inch White Damask...............................$1 .00
Good quality Outing, pink and '
72x90
Sheets
...................................................................
$1
.00
1
blue.
A 4 yards Creton................................................................... $1 .00
5 yards Curtain Scrim.......................................................$1 .00 Milo, New Style and R. & G.
Envelope Chemise, $1.50 value................................. $1 .00
Corsets, I pair
G* 1
X
5 yards Dark Percale,best quality................................ $1 .00 Pink or White. High or Low

$1

$1

Ladies’ Fleeced Underwear
2 pairs for
G* 1

Bust.

FOR

DOLLAR

DAY

ONLY

$1.00 off on every $5 spent for any Suit or Coat

pay only $15.00
On a $20 Coat you save $5,00;
Pay
only $15.00
On a $20 Coat you save $5.00.
Dutch Neck, Elbow Sleeve,
X
Pay only $19.00
On a $25 Suit you save $6.
Vest and Pants to match.
Pay only $23.00
On a $30 Suit or Coat you save $7
32 inch Gingham
Pay only $27,00
On a $35 Suit or Coat you save $8.
Pay only $36.00
4 yards for
G* 1 On a $45 Suit or Coat you save $9.
Plaids, even Checks and Plain
X
Colors.
'j
2 extra size heavy i urkish I owcls, 46x23,.......... $1.
5 yards Lonsdale or Berkley Cambric....................... $1.
During the Sale we will make
Elastic Belt Apron and Cap......................................... $1.
Special Prices on Blankets
4 Pillow Slips................................................................... $1.
Five yards Fine Long Cloth.........................................$1.'
Tie Back Bungalow Aprons Flannelette Night Robes................................................ $1.
in Plaids
'J Ladies’ Black Hose, 8 pairs........................................ $1.
! $1.25 White Petticoats.................................................. $L
! Ladies’ Black Silk Hose.................................................. $1.
! $1.25 Crib Blankets, pink or blue...............................$1.
i $ 1.50 Suit Cases....................................
$1.
Fleeced Lined Union Suits............ ............................. $1.
6 rolls Batting................................................................... $1.
$1.25 Dolls.........................................................................$1.
Coats Spool Thread, 18 spools....................................$1.
Ladies' Outsize Black Coton Hose, 3 pairs............. $1.
i Ladies’ Wool Mixed Sport Hose, 2 pairs................. $1.
Ladies’ Black Silk Hose.................
$1.
'Ladies' Sateen Bloomers, black and colored, 2 prs. $1.
Plaid Ginghams, 6 yards for...................................... $1.
Pink or Blue Silk Camisoles....................................... $1.

jzia/zra

Sizes 19 to 30.

Fine Percale
6 yards for
Cotton Goods are costing more.
This is probably the last lot at
this price.

G? 1

VX

Ladies and Children’s Cotton
Underwear, 2 for
Chemise,
Robes.
Bloomers.
Drawers and Corset Covers.
Big Bargains in this lot.

$1

Mail Orders received on or be
fore day of sale will be filled at
prices advertised.

3’/2 lbs. Percale for
Patchwork Quilts

E. B. HASTINGS & COMPANY
| collector of internal revenue, and for- ; Every man on the Camden team was the Bowdoin course Friday. Captah.
1 mcr warden of the State Prison; Oliver oil his toes and gave the large crowd . "Bill” Hurt of Camden finished first
| L. Hall, editor of the Bangor Commer I of fans one of the finest exhibitions 'in 2S minutes and 40 secondr winning
being a quurtcr of
Colby Springs a Surprise on cial, formerly of Rockland; T. Ray of football seen on those grounds for I the race witl
mond Pierce of Wellesley, Mass., pres I some time, completely dazzling the • a mil** ahead of lb*- lleld and never
Maine — Camden
Over ident of the Colby Alumni Association, | big boys from the Academy. Toueh- 1 being headed or pushed during the enformerly of Rockland; Frederick Hl(>wns were made by Knowdeal, Cal- tire course.
whelms Lincoln Academy. also
A. Shepherd, a former Rockland news derwood. Bean ami Dodge, and Bean
paper man, now at the' head of a husi? and Dodge made two goals from touch
A scofC or more of Knox county ness college in Augusta; while sitting downs.
Taylor was referee, Turner
football funs, among whom were Mayor with the Kennebec Bar Association was umpire and Wadsworth head linesman.
Thorndike and County Attorney Dwin- another Rockland boyf Carl A. Black* * * *
lngthii.
al, saw the gnat game b .tween Colby
!
Rockland High did net play Satur
day, but will have its work cut out
and Maine, in Waterville Saturday.
Tip; climax of the Main** College se ! for it the coming Saturday,
w hen
Young’s goal from the field in the last ries takes place next Saturday, when
Morse High motors across from Bath,
three minutes of play brought victory Bowdoin and Maine play in Orono.
w ith blood in its eye. The Kennebec I
to the Colby team, which had the bet Bowdoin looks to be the better team,
outfit is a strong one this season.
ter of practically every period. Maine but depending largely upon the ov«*rmade two sensational forward pusses, head style ot play, whiqh at best is
Ferris Thomas play’ed for Maine in
and Small’s long gains Were another rather uncertain.
Maine has proven
feature, but only once did the Orono rather a weak sist«*r as far as scores part of Saturday’s game, and the Cam
team seriously threaten the Colby goal go, but is ant to be quite a ditTerent den boy made a good showing. The
line. The Colby line was a stonewall, proposition at Orono next Saturday i most disappointed man on the Maine
and Lowery’s tackling put tin kibosh with Cohen and the regular quarter • {cam was Muham y, * x-Naval Station
on Maine’s hopes. Before the game an back' In the running. So don’J. take too ! star, who worked his head off, only to
hav*’ fumble by another p,ay<*r lose the
airship soared over the field repeatedly, much for granted. Bowdoin fans’
game for Maim.
'Mur’ will Hack
once swooping so low that, the players
« « » *
Main* to his limit Saturday, but is
could almost touch ii. The reason was
Camden High outclassed
Lincoln naturally looking for odds.
apparent at the close of the game,
« * * *
all
phase
of
th«*
It is logical that pouring drugs into
when a smiling youth sold pi« lures of A<-adem;> in
game in <’ain<le.u Saturday* Bodge and
The Bow doin !!«•« t-loot* d harriers the stomach will not cure catarrh in
the crowd, snapped front tin* plane.
with a low score of 1$ easily defeated the head.
llyoniei, medicated air,
A crowd of more than 3,000 saw the Cahlcrwood both received two *.f Lin
contest. The writer, notic ing among coin passes and tore off 3a yards for the Boston College cross'country learn reaches the scat of tho disease. Guar
the great throng
Frank J. Jlatn, t<»ucb*lowns. The score was 26 to 0. i,Whose total was 43 in a race run over anteed by all Druggists.—adv.

STIRRING FOOTBALL.

No Need to Swallow Drugs.

AN OLD GENERAfION OF MOTHERS AGAINST ™erfsjhe
A NEW GENERATION OF DAUGHTERS . . . .
Qy JL/

com,'xgTco™

SATURDAY

“WHY GIRLS LEAVE
j
t

- t

A J5 H
HOME” COMING S

made, with a corn husk for wrapper.
, They had few matches. Some used a
patent lighter (American) with a long
j wick rolled up in a ball. That was
j the only modern thing I saw.
Showing How a Knox County Boy, Shipping On a Sperm
The sailormen who were staying at
Whaler, Brought Up In An Island of Azore.
! the priest’s house soon went away, but
1 I still stuck. I could not find out if
, my ship had gone. One day I took a
long walk, and coming out on another
[Written for The Courier-Gazette by M M. Brown]
road, saw’ a pack train of four mules,
diers aboard, as watchmen. If you
[Continued from Oct. 25 issue]
loaded with trunks that were labelled
took
even
a
bundle
of
laundry
ashore
GMG
with the names of Baltimore, Boston,
We cruised along up the West Afri
they
had
to
look
it
over.
Saturday
; Washington. D. C„ etc. Naturally I
can coast, sighting the Cape de Verde
night
the
captain
called
me
aft,
gave
followed along, to see where the trunks
Islands, the names of which I have for
THE MODERN
were going. After about two miles we
gotten. Next we mades Flores and me a whole lot of good advice, and
after
explaining
the
advantages
of
came down into a valley, where there
Carvo, two of the group of the West
HEAT FOR OLD
growing
up
in
the
whaling
business,
were sulphur springs, two hotels and
ern Islands (Azores) and the word
gave
me
ten
dollars
and
24
hours
’
lib

s a small lake, and several bath-houses.
AND NEW HOMES
was passed that we were to go in to
erty.
I I learned that people from all over the
St. Michaels, to discharge what oil we
The scientific triumph of the age.
Ponta Delgarda, the seaport of St.
■ world came there in quest of health.
had and fit out for winter fishing. This
Heats homes like the sun heats
Michael, was a strange looking city’ to
I had now been here six weeks nnd
news was received with great joy by
the earth—by natural circulation
one who had seen only American cities.
[ was getting homesick. The names on
the foremast hands and many’ secret
of air. Circulates clean healthful
There seemed to be soldiers stationed
those trunks increased the feeling. My
plans were laid for getting au'ay from
heat in every room.
Saves
on every street corner, armed with ri
money was about gone, my clothes
to Jjj the fuel.
No plumbing
the hell-ship, as some of the men called
fles or swords. By the appearance of
were getting in bad condition, so I de
or alterations.
Over ia;,ooo
tier. We had been aboard five months
the buildings it was a very old town.
cided to go down to the port, knowing
and had about two barrels of oil com There was a little park with a hospital
users.
Satisfaction guaranteed
that by this time my vessel must have
ing to each of us—in value about $60, on one side, a city hall and church on
or money back
sailed. Silvia urged me to stay, but I
less what we owed for our outfits,
ROCKLAND
another, a hotel on another, and habilfelt I must get home. So Silvia gave
which means that we would be left with atardcs (stores) on the fourth side.
me a donkey to ride and sent a man
HARDWARE CO.
nothing.
They were building a breakwater,
all the way afoot to bring the donkey
It was on the morning of September
408
Main
St.,
Rockland
which I was told had been worked at
back.
18 that we sighted the Island of St for 1? years and still was not finished.
• • • •'
Michael and late that afternoon we As I walked on shore that SaturdayArriving at Ponta Delgada, I turned
were off the breakwater. The custom night I felt as if I had burned all my
the donkey over to Silvia's man. Think
house officers came aboard and bridges behind me. I had been able to
ing to send him home happy, I took him
searched the vessel, sealing whatever plan no particular route of flight. I
into a "habilatardo” and bought him a
they found dutiable. Bob, one of the did not understand 10 words of Portu
couple of drinks of “aguadiente.” He
sailors, had a seachest, but he had no guese.
H'lJ
*
must needs stop and talk with some
clothes in it (or anywhere else, for that
• • • •
body for a few minutes, when the
matter). One of the boys got hold of
Well. I bought two loaves of bread
aguadiente began to work. I got the
a Government seal and put it on the and a "jackass” cheese, made of goats'
man out and put him on the donkey,
chest. When Bob saw the seal he milk with now and then a piece of rock
from which he immediately fell off the
stormed around like a wild man. call salt as big as a pea in it and started along
other side. I put him on again and
ing the custom officers all kinds of a street which seemed most likely to
vituperative names, such as come nat lead into the country. I walked all ground he tills. His plow is a crude he fell off again. So the third time I
urally to a sailorman’s tongue, and night, with intervals of rest. As it affair, usually homemade. The only put him on and held him there until
swearing he would throw the blanked come daylight, I saw I was handy to other tool he uses is a short-handled he got his balance. Then I beat it
Portuguese overboard. 1 hen he w ent a piece of woods, where, finding a good hoe, with a thick, heavy blade. He (round a corner—and I have never
to the mate about it, who kept up the mossy place, I lay down and slept an perform wonders with that hoe. seen him since.
Presently I met some of the beach
joke, telling him he would speak to nearly all day. When it came dark I If is rich enough he will have a two
the captain and have him take the emerged from my hiding-place and wheeled cart with solid wheels, and combers I knew, who had told me what
matter up with the Government. But started along, my idea being to get for a team he will hitch his wife on I should do next. Following their in
structions, I went to the office of the
after Bob had run away the seal was to some point as far away from the ship
• side of the pole, a'donkey on the American Consul, who took down my
still on the chest.
other,
with
maybe
a
cow
on
ahead!
as possible and to stay there till after
pedigree and told me a few things
We laid at anchor that night just
The wheels of these carts are never
she had sailed. It was easy walking.
inside the breakwater and were al The roads are built by the government reased. The natives like to hear the that didn’t sound pleasant, then called
lowed to go ashore. We had no money, and macadamized. Every little while screeching of the dry axles. They an assistant, who outfitted me with a
but we went, just to feel the ground you came to a fountain at the side of claim it keeps them from being lone new suit of clothes, shoes and hat. I
under our feet. We walked around to the road, dedicated to some saint. some when on a journey. 1 should was then given a sheryla (25 cents)
gether for awhile, then separated, Whenever I came within sight of a vil think it would, for you can hear them and told to report there every morning
at 9 o'clock and get my sheralya. Now
some going one way and some another. lage I would sidestep it. Of course I for miles, in the mountains.
that sum, small as it was, would buy
There were 25 or 30 vessels in the was afraid of getting caught—a burned
I soon found that there were other two meals and a bed, so I was all right
harbor and a great many of their men child dreads the fire.
beachcombers in the town besides my so far. The next morning when I went
were ashore. It is easy for sailormen
On the second morning I judged I self—sixteen men in all had run away
to get acquainted, so gradually our was at least 25 miles from Ponta Del from their ships. They were "guests” for my money I found I was the fiftycrew thinned down to myself and a garda, and was sitting by a fountain, of a priest, on the opposite side of the second man on the same errand.
After eight days we were all shipped
fellow named Jack Martin, then finally considering what. I should do next, town from where I had shelter and
I lost even him. It wasn’t much fun when a man riding a donkey and lead had been there a week before I came. to Fayal, another island of the Azore
for me to stick around alone, as I did ing two others, stopped to water them They were bunking in a shack, in a group, on the steamer Pico. Mr. Dab
not understand the language and had Seeing me, he spoke courteously, tak corner of a field, and the priest’s serv ney. the American Consul at Fayal, had
no money. Not being ready to run, I ing off his hat, as all the peasants do, ant carried them each day two hot six beachcombers employed on a
went aboard, where I lay a long time and offered me an orange, which I meals, consisting of a sweet potato breakwater building there, and was pay
awake trying to plan my own escape. gladly accepted. But in answer to his stew and bread. They were having the ing them wages of 36 cents a day, out
I was awakened the next morning by remarks and questions I could only time of their young lives, playing ball of which they had to find support. The
Consul ordered our group to go to
the mate shouting down the compan shake my head and say “Ne entende” and cards, wrestling, boxing, etc.
work, a command which we refused
ionway:
One
day,
while
loafing
in
the
village,
(I do not understand) that being about
When his beachcombers learned we
I
saw
one
of
those
carts
come
screechall the Portuguese I possessed. Fi
would not work, they also refused to
ing
in
and
stop
at
the
bridge,
while
its
J •
.
.
,
(.uv VUHOVUUCilVC
labor, the
consequence UCIllg
being 1.110.
thatL IHV
the
“Hey—belorv there! Turn out and nally I made him understand that I was driver
went
into
a
saloon.
There
were)
.
...
an "Americano.” after which piece of
, , . . .
Consul had to feed and lodge
us, until
wash down decks!”
two
cows
hooked
in
for
a
team.
Home
:
,
__
®
.
..
.
. .
,
the barque Azorian, which was loading
As I threw my legs out of the bunk, news one would have thought he was of the boys got a piece of fat pork and ; for Boston. wag ,.ead tQ ga whereB
I was surprised to find myself the only' my brother.
Following
much
talk
on
his
part
and
greased the wheels.
Presently the | upon we were aI1 sent home in her. aroccupant of the forecastle. There were
driver came out and started up his
old clothes lying about and oilskins a great deal of pantomime, my new team, but he had gone only a few riving a few days before Thanksgiving
swinging fromtheirhooks.butnot a man friend gave me to understand that he
Well, that was eight months of my
yards when he missed something. He time thrown away, but maybe the ex
in sight. Of course I knew they were wished me to come home with him. He
stopped a»id looked over his outfit, to perience was worth something.
seemed
so
insistent
that,
although
at
all going to run, but I did not think
see what was wrong, then started up.
[Conclusion]
they would go so soon, nor all at once. first I was leary of him, fearing a trap,
when somebody laughed. The driver
However, I dressed and went on deck. I decided to take a chance. He helped
stopped again, investigated more thor
me
mount
one
of
the
spare
donkeys
—
In a few minutes the mate seeing no
WATERMAN'S BEACH
oughly and then discovered the
one else showed up, asked me where the first time I was ever on a jackass
trouble. He flew into a rage, cursed
—
and
away
we
went.
After
about
a
they were. I said I didn’t know’,
Thursday I had a call from Ernest
us roundly, and went back to the sa
whereupon he went down to see for mile, we skirted the side of a hill over
loon for help to take off the wheels Meservey. He was in the city last
himself. Then he hurried aft to the looking a little valley, in which was
week and dined in one of the Tillson
captain, who immediately went ashore. a small village, named, I afterwards and scrape off the grease. We sat on avenue eating"' house, and there met
When crews run away from their learned, Villa Franc. Presently we the bridge rail, laughing at him.
There were too many of us for him to our old friend John Hare. It has
ships, the consuls offer rewards for came to his home, a one story house fight, s. he had to take it out in been many moons since I met John
their capture, as they are pretty sure built of land rock and lime plastered,
cursing. Finally he got started off. but he is one of the kind that remem
to become a charge on their home gov outside and within.
but the cart would not screech any bers his old friends. He asked Ernest
•«•.
ernments. The captains also offer re
more.
about me and said he always looked
wards, as it is difficult to get men in
My friend was the owner of six or
* * * «
in The Courier-Gazette for the latest
those ports, on account of compulsory seven acres of land, mostly planted to
Sunday morning we all went to the from Waterman's Beach. He sent me
military service. They have to steal oranges, with a small vegetable gar
den. A young woman, his niece, was Catholic church. There were no pews. the price of a good cigar and told
the men away.
When I went for my coffee, before his housekeeper. The furnishing was You had either to stand up or kneel. Ernest to tell me to keep right on
After the service, which we beachcomb farming, as all the old Spruce Headers
turning to, 1 discovered the cook very primitive—a plain deal table, four
ers could not understand, the people were looking for my items every week
and steward also vanished. One of the chairs, a dish closet, and an enormous,
I had a le'tter from Francis Grant of
boatsteerers was in the galley, making high bed, all made up, with a hand- gathered outside to gossip, as is usual
coffee. Of course there was a lot of embroidered white spread. I found in country places. There were some Boston last week. Frank was a mem
talk. The mate w'anted to know why that however poor a family was, they pretty good singers in our crowd. ber of the Coast Guard crew at White
I didn't follow the others. I replied managed to have a nice bed in the Somebody started a tune and presently Head a long time ago and wanted to
with outward candor that 1 had rather main living room, where it could be opened out with "Marching Through know where the new station is being
Georgia,” all hands swinging in on the built. Will the White Head corres
stay by the ship, learn the business seen. I learned later that the farmer's
chorus. The natives began to flock pondent let him know, as I can’t get
find get promoted sometime.
We name was Jose Silvia, and that he had
back into the church, listening to us. over there these days. Mr. Grant
|iauled in, moored to the breakwater two brothers emigrated to America,
AVhen we had finished they shouted janitor at a theatre in Boston, and
and took the boats out on the beach from whom he had never heard. En
“Brava!” and wanted us to sing some sees the girls behind the curtain
to paint them. We got casks up. towed tertaining the hope that they were be more.
Some show, but Frank is too old now
them ashore and filled them with fresh ing well treated there, it was his am
The Azore farmer churns his butter to let a little thing like that jar him.
water (our water by this time had got bition to treat me, or any other Amer
I hardly think “Veritas" can matri
rather stringy), then towed back and ican after the same fashion, which by putting the goat's milk in a goat
skin bag and rolling and punching the culate as a sailor quite yet. That
hoisted them into the hold. Next we struck me as living up to the princi
bag until the butter comes. One day stuff he has been putting out anyone
started to get out the oil. It was hard ples of the Golden Rule.
work, with only the five of us, mates,
Speaking out of my experience, I 1 took a tall water jar, whittled out could learn out of books. I am sure he
for it a churn-dash and cover, and in
boatsteerers and myself. But I was must regard the Portuguese peasants vited Silvia to try my churn, where could be taken for a joke. However,
he must remember when that whale
treated well, had good fresh grub and >s the most hospitable people in the
world. A great majority of them can upon he got his butter in about half got tangled up in the weir he was mad
no hazing.
the time it took to make it by his and got his back up. That made his
There were burnboats around the not read or write. The people emigrate
primitive method. That afternoon, re fin look taller.
harbor, ready to buy anything one had and are often never heard from again.
George Snow, the home fish peddler,
to sell: so I got rid of what old clothes To an American their methods of liv turning from a visit with the boys, I
noticed a crowd at "our” house. Think had some fine rock cod in his cart
there were in the forecastle, which net ing and working seem strange, and
ing some one was hurt, I hurried up, Friday. They were caught by the
ted me a few sherelyas (about 25 cents hundreds of years behind the times.
and found Silvia down on his knees
each). Altogether I got nearly six dol For instance, a farmer will live in a by my churn, explaining it to the local fishermen and are much better
than the fish kept on ice.
lars. The custom officers left two sol village and go 10 miles to the piece of
gathered neighbors. My reputation as
I have five geese ready for the oven
an inventor was established.
but I can’t tell the boys from the
Silvia's niece, (Amelia was her girls. Will someone let me know how
name) sought to teach me the Portu to pick out a pair to winter out?—[In
T1
guese language. All we had in the the old Farwell hall negro minstrel
shape of printed matter was a Latin days—these dear dead days beyond
prayer-book, which neither of us could recall—the end man of Buckley'
read, so I did not make much headway Sernuders explained to the interlocutor
with my lessons. About all I learned how he could differentiate the male
was the names of familiar objects, 1 mockingbird from the female. It took
never could make Silvia accept any him a long time to get through his
money for my board. All I could do preamble, but this was the con
by way of recompense for his hospi clusion: "You take a lump of sugar,"
tality was to buy things for the house. he said, "and you hold it up to the
No one who is physically ailing in any way
Everything was very cheap. Fruit bars of the mockingbird's cage, and if
can afford to take chances with the food he eats.
and wine were almost given away. he eats it, it’s a he and if she eats it,
For upon the selection of your food, and upon
Everybody smoked cigarettes, home it's a she.”—Ed.]
its perfect digestion and assimilation largely de
Capt, Frank Foster has bought a
new car. The captain has commanded
pends your state of health.
some fast sailing fishermen and at one
The most important thing in connection with
.^SAMPLE
time owned and ran a steamer. He
rh!P*YEBVl
has got something now that will take
the digestibility of any cereal food is the way it
him over the ground faster than he
is prepared—and the length of time it is cooked
ever went over the water.
or baked.
They have a new baby calf down at
.PILES/
Meservey's. It is hard to tell which
Grape-Nuts, the rich cereal food made from
one is the most pleased with It, Uncle
whole wheat flour and malted barley, is probably
Ernest or Billie Murphy.
Here are the names of the first life
baked longer than any other cereal food.
saving crew that saw service at White
A large part of the starch of the wheat and
Head station: Horace Norton, captain.
Freeman Shea, Freeman Elwell, Her
barley is changed into dextrin and grape-sugar in
bert Elwell, Charles Grant, Charles
preparing Grape-Nuts. This is one reason why
Long and William Maker. Two of the
Grape-Nuts is so easily digested by even the
old crew are still living. If this isn't
most delicate people.
correct will Capt Dunn look up the
record and let me know? C. D. S. G.
Grape-Nuts is wheat and barley so processed
Send
For
It!
—
NOW!
as to make it delicious and appetizing; even young
Satisfy yourself without cost, that
children thrive on it and grow strong and rosy.
you can get prompt, positive relief

SPINNING

A

Every-Other-Day
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Your state of health largely
depends upon the food you eat

FREE TRIAL
SIZE

REM-OLA

Player
Piano Rolls

for PILES

Republic Rolls

with

Go to your grocer today and get a package
of Grape-Nuts. Eat it ag a cereal with milk or
cream, or make it into a delicious pudding. It
will be enjoyed and relished by every member
of the family.

Grape-Nuts — the Body Builder
“There’s a Reason”

A simple, cream-white salve that
soothes and relieves Piles, Hemor
rhoids and other Ano-Rectal Trou
bles. Stops pain, allays inflamma
tion, won't soil clothing. . Generous
FREE test sample and instructive
w booklet on PILES and their causes
mailed on request, in plain, sealed
package. Write today.

Henry Thayer & Co., Inc.
Established 1847
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON, MASS.

REDUCED

Q. R. S. Rolls
EVERYTHING

K S........

STONINGTON

COMPANY

FURNITURE

L. Marcus
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND
Your stove taken in exchange—Easy Terms

NATIONAL SPRINGS
$6.00-—any size

MATTRESSES
$ 9.50 for............ $ 6.95
$10.50 for............ $ 7.7S
$14.50 for
$.9.75... .$16.50 for
$12.50

BEST SILK FLOSS MATTRESSES
100% Silk Floss
$25.00 for $19.50
All Mattresses have Heavy Fancy Ticks

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.—L MARCUS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL

STREET.

THORND1KEV1LLE

ROCKLAND

!iNorth Nation

Mrs. Cynthia Ferry and grandson of
Lynn, Mass., are visiting at F. A. 1
Crabtree’s.
Mr®. Emerson Montgomery has re
turned home after spending the week
with her sister, Mrs. Lydia Merrill at
South Hope.
Lester Merrill and family spent Sun
day In Warren the guest of John
Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pushaw, Jr„ were
In Rockland Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy French and son
of Camden spent Sunday at C. C.
Childs'.
Mayor Thorndike of Rockland was a
recent visitor at T. W. Thorndike's.
Benjamin Davis, who has been work
ing for Lester Merrill the past two
weeks, returned home Sunday.
Mrs. Zella Taylor of South Hope
called on an old friend and schoolmate
Mrs. Laura Montgomery, Thursday,
Harry Gordon recently purchased a
cow from Ray Thurston of Union,
Is There a Doubter Present?
The easiest thing In the world—con- |
tlnclng a pretty widow, whose aged :
husband left her a million, to believe ,
that It was all for the best.

D arikj

REMOVE THE TEMPTATION
I

The robbery you have so long
feared may come tonight.
It rests solely with you to spare
yourself the burden of lifelong re
gret and perhaps irreparable loss.
Place your treasures in a safe deposit box
in this bank.

1854

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

1921

FOOT OF LIMEROvK STREET—ROCKLAND, MAINE
OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM 7 UNTIL 9

North National Bank
Rockland,

Maine

WRIGLEY5
’AFTER

EVERY
MEAL"

IOfor 5$

The new sugar coated
chewing gum
which everybody
likes—you will,
too.

4

•w

.. delicious peppermint
flavored sugar Jacket around
peppermint flavored chewing gum
that will aid your appetite and diges
tion. polish your teetb and moisten
your throat.

buj

V. F. STUDLEY
Headquarters for
Phonoiraqlit
and Recorda

Bruniwlok

125 tf

THE FLAVOR LASTS

